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Hundreds Attend Funeral
Services Wednesday at
Methodist Church

HILL MAKES
I Governor Says,"Eat More Lamb" I BOONE
ANNUAL REPORT ON

WELL-KNOWN MAN
I LEADS ACTIVE LIFE
t

POOL WEDNESDAY

•klundreds of sorrowing friends
gathered at the First Methodist
church yesterday afternoon at 3
o'clock to pay their last respects
to Huron W. Overbey, 53, who
died Tuesciay morning after an
illness of some few weeks.
The Rev. C. N. Jolley, superin:iv-Went of the Paris District, conditcted the services in the absence
of the Rev. ,J. Mack Jenkins, who
was ill, but he read to the quiet
.y
audience a paper written by Mr.
,24#ARCOLaTratkaaraaalli
Jenkins which payed tribute to
tai
lor
Mr. Overbey. A lonsi caravan of
cars composed the funeral train
which followed the body to the
Murray cemetery for burial.
Mr Overbey in many respects
Governor Keen Johnson has pro- Johnson; V. B. Carter, Harrodswas a remarkable man. He knew
the art of making and keeping claimed July as "Eat More Lamb !burg, chairman of the "Eat More
friends. Every person in Murray
Lamb" committee, and
William
Month" in Kentucky, and a comdelighted in his camaraderie and
Tremere. Wilrnore; (back row) C.
fellowship. Prosperous in his busi- mittee representing Kentucky B.
Sullivan, Sr.,
Harrodsburg;
ness activities, he lived modestly eheepmen presented the governor Laban
Jackson, Eminence; Dan
but well and carved for himself on a 'choice spring lamb, ready for Goodman, editor of The Sheepthe slab
of Murray's remem- the oven. Shown in the picture man Magazine, and Roy Milburn,
brance a -name that will last long. ape: afront- rowa 011ie. .J.. Price, Perryville, all committee members
Surviving with his brave widow District Farm Bureau director; H. being lamb producers or affiliated
are a son, George Ed Overbey, Sr., T. Lefton, Carlisle lamb producer; with organizations interested in
an attorney for the Kentucky Un- Virgil Steed, president of the the lamb industry from the farm7)410
employment Compensation Com- Fayette Farm Bureau: Governor er's viewpoint.
THE TENNESSEE YALLEY AREA—The watershed of the Tennesse River and its tributaries, scene of the mission. Murray, and a daughter,
TVA's program for the uisified development of the Tennessee River system, covers an area of about 41,000 square Mrs. Harold Lumsden, Matthews, "July Lamb Month", officially
Mo.. a grandmother, Mrs. Ida Gil- proclaimed by Governor Keen
miles, including parts of seven states, and supports a population of approximately 2,500,000 people. Eleven dams bert.
Jackson, Tenn.; and four Johnson, is receiving state-wide
are now completed or under construction to aid in control of floods, to create a channel for nine-foot navigation and grandchildren.
fram
producers, consupport
Although Mr. Overbey had been sumers, distributors, hotels, restauto obtain the maximum generation of electric power as a by-product. Placing of concrete at Kentucky Dam began
ill for some time, few of his as- rants, and railroads to invite KenJune 3.
satiates in Murray knew his con- tuckians to enjoy more of one of
dition was serious, and news of his the state's finest products." Ken- Murray NYA Wins In Baseball
Pictured herewith are the direcGame; Boatriding and
death Tuesday morning came as a tucky, long a leading lamb pro._
tors and general manager of the
Racing Features
distinct shock. Mr. Overbey had ducing state, lags far behind the
.
Tennessee Valley Authority.
r‘sided on West Main street be- nation in appreciation of spring
At left is pictured Gordon R.
Over 2000 picnickers and Fourth
tWeen 10th and 12th streets for lamb, its per capita consumption
Clapp, general manager, who beMany years.
being less than one pound annual- of July celebrationists made up
came associated with the TVA in
A man of modest stature, Mr. ly compared to the national figure the large crowd attending the
1932. He was born in 1905 in
celebration
Pine Bluff
annual
Ellisworth. Wis., and received the
Supt. T. C. Arnett Announces the OVerbey contributed much to this of eight pounds.
AB degree at Lawrence College,
community, which shares a. loss
Retailers of all types, as well as sponsored .by the Steele Brothers.
of
Re-Districting
Appleton, Wis. His MA is from
with his friends everywhere.
Most of them went for a quiet
groceries and meet markets are
County
the University of Chicago. „
i
enns
Out of town persons present for co-operating in the drive. Eighteen Fourth and for picnics, but all
funeral services 'were Vego E chain
In the center is Hareourt A. Marstore
companies
have were fascinated by the speeaboat
Excellent enrollments in all the t
ran, reainnan ot the board of di. Uneariployment Compensa- pledged their participation.
In races, and took advantage of the
cotinty grade schools that open- rectors of the TVA. Dr. Morgan
Some six or seven
don Commission executive fabin July, 1939, Lamb Month, chain boatrides.
ed
Monday
have
been
recorded,
was born in 1867 in Ontario'CanHopklnsville; Col. Ben Winfrey, store companies reported an in- boats were kept busy all day carand
affairs
in
all
the
schools
are
degree
BS
the
received
ida. He
rying from four to seven persons
being made ship-shape, anal a fine Hopkinsville; E. Browder, Fulton; crease of 20% in sales over July,
In agriculture from the Ontario
on sightseeing trips up and down
Mrs. Joe T. Lovett, Murray, was
at Guelph,
Agricultural College
school year is in prospect, County Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Luter, Merid- 1938.
ian. Miss.; Vernon Teevathan, MeLamb Month was inaugurated the Tennessee River.
Ontario. He served as entomolo- elected a member at large of the
The Second annual field day of Superintendent T. C. Arnett said redian, Miss.; Rev. and Mrs. E. W. last year under the sponsorship
Murray's Nationals were the
gist and horticulturist at Louisiana State Central Democratic Executoday, as he announced the enrollPurchase
Breeders
Asthe
Jackson
Maxedon, Jackson. Tenn.; Mrs. Ida of the Kentucky Farm Bureau victors in the elimination baseState University and later became tive Committee. and Hall Hood,
ments of the various schools.
sociation
will
be
held
on
the
Murof
ball
tournament, winning 7-5 over
University
the
of
elecpresident
Murray attorney, was elected
He also announced a recent ac- Gilbert, grandmother of Mr. Over- Federation with the 'assistance of
Fennessee, resigning in 1934 to be- tor from the 'First 'Congressional ray College farm. just west of Colbey, Jackson, Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. the chain store companies operat- the Bluff in the only game, Big
tion
of
the
county
school
board
some chairman of the TVA.
District at the state Democratic lege Addition, Friday, July 19. from that will affect the election of its Warden Gilbert, Paducah:- Mr. and ing in the state at the request of Rock and Standing Rock, schedAt the bottom of the sketch is Convention, in
Louisville, last 9 in the iborning until 3 ina'the members. In a recent meeting of Mat. Harold M. Lumsden and Mr. lamb producers from all parts of uled to play, did not show up.
pictured David E. Lilienthal ap- week.'
afternoon. Professor A. Carrnan,
The Nationals hopped on "Red"
and Mrs._ C. C, Lumsden, Mat- the state. Retailers of all types copointed director of the TVA in
head of Murray's rapidly-growing the state legislature, a law ' was thews, Mo.
Willoughby in -tae second inning
convention,
which
met
July
The
operated.
III.,
Morton,
wasborn
in
1933. He
passed revoking a recent action
agricultural
department
announced
to
score three runs, but the Bluff
Besides the food chains, includIn 1899 and later attended DePauw 2, unanimously endorsed the ac- today.
which enabled the board members
Law tions of the state and national
Harvard
ing Kroger. A & P. Red Front tied the score in the fourth, when
and
University
to be elected from the county at
In the forenoon practice meets in
School, being graduated from the bodies, and voted to cast KenStores, Steiden Stores. and U- the Eldridgemen combined three
large instead of from certain legislatter in 1923. After practicing law tucky's 22 electoral votes for the judging of cattle by the chap- lative districts. Supt. Arnett
Tote-Em Grocery Co., variety and hits with three Murray bobbles.
anin Chicago, Mr. Lilienthal became Roosevelt in the Chicago conven- ters of the Future Farmers of
drug chains will feautre lamb on It remained for the Young -boys,
nounced
that
the
following
re-disof
commissioner
public utilities
tion, provided he was "up" for a America throughout the Purchase
their lunch menus during the Marion and Gene. to collaborate in
Wisconsin where he revised the third , term. In case Roosevelt is and demonstrations in preparing tricting of Calloway County had
Alter spending
a
week
at month. These include T. P. Tay- starting a seventh inning rally
public utilities statutes of that not a candidate. then Kentucky and showing Jerseys at fairs will been made for the board elections: Camp Pakentuck, near Ozark, lor Drug
Co., Scott Stores, G. C. that put the Nationals on top 6-3.
District 1—Southwest Murray, Ill., fourteen Murray Boy Scouts
state.
will lead a Barkley for President take up the attention of the many Hazel, and
Murphy Co., Charles Stores, S. S. The Bluff scored in the seventh
At the right is James P. Pope,
Fair.
returned Sunday.
farmers and' breeders that will atKresge CO., F. W. Woolworth Co., and again in the eighth, but the
former US senator from Idaho, who move.
District
2—Southeast
Murray,
Seven full days of swimming, J. J. Newberry Co.. and
Murray team iced the game in
It had been previously announced tend.
S. H.
was appointed TVA director in
Providence, and the Concords.
handicraft work, hiking, and other Kress & Co. Other companies
the ninth with another run.
At noon, a barbecue lunch will be
1939. He was' born in 1884 near that Joe Lovett had succeeded Nels
coDistrict
3—Northeast
Murray,
enjoyable
features
were
particiVincent Taylor, making his secVernon. La. He was graduated Waggoner as chairman of the served by the Agriculture Club of Almo, and the
operating in advertising the camLiberties.
pated in at the Illinois camp by paign are Miller-Jones Shoe
ond start for the . Nationals, was
from Louisiana Polytech and later Democratic
Party ,of _Calloway the College.
stores.
District 4—Northwest Murray, Assistant Scoutmaster Denver
hit
freely, but managed to keep
received the LL. B. degree from County, but he was only chairman
Kuhn's Variety Stores, Sears. RoeThe afternoon's program will inthe University of Chicago. He of the county convention, and not clude an address of welcome by Dexter, Jackson, and the Brink- Erwin, who served as counsellor buck & Co., Sterchi Bros. furni- the Bluff under control, despite hit
degree
lies.
holds an honorary LL. D.
for the group; Castle Parker,
teammates' bobbles afield, Marion
of the party for the coming year. President Richmond: an important
--District 5—West Murray, Swann, Dickie Hood, Charles Clark, Pat ture stores. and Pressman's De- Young led the Murray hitters with
from Tusculum College. He posThose attending from Calloway message be S. J. Sweitert, agriculpartment stores.
sesses a wide range of interests-and Lynn Grove.
Crawford. Bill Pogue, Jack KenThe state-wide committee of a single, double, and triple. Attural development agent for the Ilagriculture, power development, County were:
The enrollment of the county nedy. Jack Alexander, Lee Roy
D. V. Reid, L. D. Miller. Dewey linois Central Railroads: a talk by
producers is headed by Esq. V. B. kinson with two triples. and Curd
education, forestry, and foreign
schools are:
Denham,
Maurice
Evans,
Sam
ElRagsdale. T. 0. Turner, Hall Hood, Lawrence B. Gardner. of Knoxville,
Carter, of Harrodsburg and in- with two hits also helped to form
affairs. .
-Backusburg
41, Blakely
27, liott, Ted Lemons, John Daniel
Nix Harris, C. A. Hale, Guy Bill- Tenn.; and one by James Smothers,
cludes county chairmen in 18 the Murray attack.
Brooks Chapel 32, Chestnut Grove Lovett and Joe Butterworth. Fred
Summary:
other counties. Local committees
July ington, Clay Copeland. Mrs: J. P. from the extension department of 21, Center Ridge 18,
OILBERTSVILLE,
Ky.,
Cherry 19, Wells, Murray Eagle Scout, was a
a5yiul
030 009 301
12 7 9
to boost the greater use of Ken- Murray
10--Kentucky Dam, TVA's great Oury, P. G. Curd, Judge J. W. the university.
Edge
Hill
34,
East
Shannon 24, junior officer at the camp, while
P.
000 300 110
856
tucky lamb will be organized in by,.
Sweitert, whose topic will be Heath 31,
river development on the Tennes- Clopton, Hiram Tucker. A. H.
Independence
34,
Kirk
Jimmy
Bailey
was, swimming counties under
Taylor
e:. and M. Young; Willoughthe leadership of
see River in western Kentucky, Kopperud, Luther Robertson, Low- "More Profit In Milk With Lower Ridge 32. Landon 25, Macedonia supervisor.
Smotherman, and L. Huey.
committee members and county
has completed its first year of ac- ry Rains. Clarence McDaniel. and Production Costs", has furnished 18, McCuiston 35, New Providence
Sam Elliott and Bill Pogue were agents.
Nels Waggoner.
numerous bulls for Purchase breed- 21,
tual construction.
Palestine 31, Pleasant Valley named as "Honor Campers" from
Producers claims that Kentuckers through the Ililnois Central. 44,
It was on July 1. 1939, that work
Russell Chapel 33.
the Murray troop while John ians have not
Gardner's address will be "The
appreciated the true
began on the removal of deep deSpring Creek 35. Shady Hill 28, Daniel Lovett and his patrol were
flavor and delicacy of spring lamb
Value of a Proven Sire".
posits of sand and gravel along
Stone 24, Thompson 28, Utterback named as "Honor Patrol" on three
because
Tennessee
they
have
confused it with
the east bank of the
26, Woodlawn 31, Dexter 72, Out- out of four inspections.
mutton and that when they taste
River for the construction of the
land 51, Pottertown 53, Vancleave
real Kentucky lamb it finds a
navigation lock. Since that date
51, Coldwater 74, Pleasant Hill
Bags and twine have been issued place on their
Three more Murray student have
menu often thereapproximately 2.000.000 cubic yards
(colored) 7, Pine Bluff (colored) to Webster county sheep producers
positions for next year, according
after.
of earth anti rock have been taken
Murray citizens and Calloway
14.
who market wool cooperatively.
to Prof. E. H. Smith, director of
out of that area, leaving a great Countians spent a quiet Fourth of
extension. These students are:
pit about 400 feet wide and about July, with no serious accidents or
Jim Davis. Hopkinsville, Ky, has
2.000 feet long.
accidental deaths reported -Tor the
been elected music director of
The Calloway County Health
In that pit on June 3rd the first day's activities,Daviess County High School at
Department, under the able direcconcrete was placed in • the' conA number of townspeople spent tion of Dr. J. A. Outland. and
Owensboro, Ky. Mr. Dav.is was
struction of the navigation lock. the day at Pine
The possibility of ' instituting a drum major in the college band
Bluff,
where
a
health
Virginia
Irvan,
county
Miss
Since that time approximately 20.- major part
Civilian Pilot's Training Program and was active in campus affairs
of the people from the nurse, has announced that it will
000 cubic yards of concrete have county celebrated,
for Murray State College were while at Murray.
but most of begin typhoid vaccination at the
been placed in the forms and the them were content
schools
opening
various
county
considered
here this week at the
to stay home,
V. J. Kennedy, Morganfield, Ky.,
lock walls are beginning to take or go fishing or swimming.
last Monday on the following dates
British battle planes and coastal guns, engaging in request of Praident James.'
will teach music in the Greenfield
shape. Concreting is going on at
at the following times:
Quite
a
few
Murrayans
motored
High
School at Greenfield. Tenn.
18—Vancleave the greatest air battle of the war over England, shot down Richmond.The program was
the rate'of approximately 2.000 to
Tuesday.
July
explained to Mr. Kennedy, who will graduate
Reelfoot Lake. while still others (8:30); Palestine
(10:00): Indenend- or disabled 37 German raiders today amid new and strong college
cubic yards per day.
authorities (Tuesday by from Murray in August, was a
attended
the
Mayfield-Paducah ence 4- 11:30); Shady Hill (1:00);
When completed the navigation
hints that the long awaited Germanic invasion of England E. P. Davis, district representative mainber of the college band.
baseball game in Mayfield.
and Brooks Chapel (2:30).
lock will be one of the largest
of
the
Chicago
region of the PrivThursday,
July
18— Outland was not far off.
Miss Anita Ciprian, who has ensingle lift locks ever erected on
ate Flying Development Division rolled for the summer semester at
(8:00): Pottertown (9:30); Russell
simultaneplanes
were
battling
At
times
at
least
150
any inland river. The lock chamChapel
of the Civil Aeronautics Author- Murray, has been elected librarian
Ridge
(11:00):
Center
ber through which boats will pass
ously over the English coast. The raiders concentrated on ity. Davis flew down from Cin- and English instructor at Green(12:30); and Kirk's Ridge (2:30)
will be 600 feet long and 100 feet
All persons near the above listed breaking down coast defenses and smashing shipping out cinnati to discuss the entire pro- field High School at Greenfield,
wide.
schools are urged to be immunized
they were gram that has been made possible Tenn.
from typhoid freer at bnce, Dr. of the narrow Straits of Dover. To this aim,
Another major feature of the
through the present federal adfirst
secOutland said.
the
or schedules for partly successful.
yank
is
construction
ministration.
The southeastern states branch the rest of the county will probtion of the coffer dam. The cofWhile all this activity marked°
College officials in the conferfer dam is a temporary dam erect- of the National League of Ameri- ably be announced soon.
the east coast. English were fran- the British crown,
ence were President Richmond,
ed to enclose part of the river can Pen Women will honor MurBalActivity and suspense In the
Dr. Charles Hjre, and
Business
ticalty trying to enter into a peace
bed so that work can get under ray's Mrs Nelle Thompson Miller,
kans and eastern Europe was mini- Manager R. E. Broach.
pact with Eire and Northern Ire- mized during the week. as Hitler
way on the permanent dam. The at their meeting in Monteagle,
The condition of Miss Eunice
coffer dam at the Kentucky dam. Tenn.. Friday and Saturday. when
land, in an effort to strengthen de- told Hungary that "she must not
Oury. of North Fourth Street, who
which is one of the largest ever Mrs. Miller will review her book
tenses. Some British military ob- upset the applecart at this time by
has been ill for some time, was reerected in dam constructitm, is "Live Coals- oai the poetry prbservers believe that Hitler will try trying to secure her rights from
Lubie Veal, Jr' and Bobby Pat- ported unimproved this morning.
The revival at the Oak Grove Eire as his first objective. Premier Rumania". While it is known that
being built in two sections, the gram, and appear on the "Who's
Baptist Church will begin Sunday, Eamon Devalera's absolute neu- both Hitler and Mussolini desire a terson were in the semi-finals of A former school teacher who has
first of which is now under con- Who" program
practically, every
native
In an exhibit of books written Rev. J. H. Thurman, pastor, an- trality continued to block the way' revision of the near East, neither the Paducah tennis tournament to- taught
struction along the east bank of
section
is
in
first
by
members of the league, all nounced. The afternoon services however., Since the outbreak of wants the issue pressed until they day. They will meet strong °pro- business -or professional man in
the river. This
the last stages of construction. over the nation, Mrs. Miller's "Live will be at 2 o'clock, and the even- the war; Eire has steadfastly re- settle with Britain. Russia, how- salon from Paducatatts, Veal -get- •Murray, Miss Oury is highly,. reWhen it is completed, it will en- Coals" has' been chosen to repre- ing, sermon will be at 7:45. The fused to budge from a middle-of- ever, has teen pressing steadiy at ting a crack at last year's final- spected by the citizens of Murray.
close approximately forty acres of sent the Knoxville League, of Rev. A. J. Arteburn. of Detroit, the-road policy, despite the fact Turkey, and an ultifnatum has been ist, Frankie Nagel. J. D. Hafliti- - Her condition has been serious
Northern Ireland was supporting (See "German Invasion", Page 8) ton holds the present junior title. for the last two days.
will carry on the revival,
(1See "First Year's", Page 8)
which she _is a member.

2000 ATTEND PINE
BLUFF FESTIVAL

•

Purchase Breeders Plan Big CALLOWAY SCHOOL
Day For Murray On July 19'ENROLLMENT IS UP
Mrs. Lovett, Hood
Sweitert Featured
Are Elected tg High
Offices At Caucus Speaker in 2nd
Annual Meet

Murray Boy Scouts
Return from Camp

Calloway County
And Murray Spend
A Quiet, Fourth Outland Announces
Typhoid Vaccines
For County Schools

Murray Grads Get
Positions Through
Extension Office

May Offer
German Invasion ofBritain CollegePilots
Training
Is Expected Any Time Now

Murray Woman Will
Be Honored at S. E.
Writers Meet Friday

Miss Eunice Oury
.Is Seriously Ill

Oak Grove Revival
Will Begin Sunday

Veal, Patterson Win

i
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Murray Market Leads in
Advance Average
Over Territory
ADVANCE SCHEDULES
FIX MINIMUM PRICE
Boone Hill, president of the
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association, in his annual
report befere members here Wednesday declared the Association
"is the most important and valuable factor i,n stabilizing" the tobacco market. "It becomes more
apparent from year to year." he
said. "that the schedule. of advances established by the Association very surely fixes the minimum market price".
Last year, the Association advanced
$87,548.25
on
1,293.020
pounds of tobacco in the Murray,
Mayfield, Paducah. and Paris distheta, for an average of $6.77 per
hurolred quads. Murray received
the largest advance a total of
$42,824.63 on 556,995 pounds of tobacco for a $7 69 average• while
Mayfield was a close second with
$33,595.08 on 557,120 pounds at a
$8.05 average. Paducah received
an advalice of $5,036.01 on 80.540
pounds and Paris, Tenn., received
$6,090 53 advance on 98,365 pounds.
Paducah advances averaged $6.25
and Paris had a $6.19 average.
The 'Association average of $6.77
per huncised in advances for 1939
was considerably higher than the
$3.14 advance given in 1938. However, almost twice as much tobacco was handled in 1938 than Mg,
the pounds for the two years beet
ing 2,453.551 in 1938 and 1,293,020 in 1939. During the nine years
of its existence the Association has
handled 47,469,697 pounds of tobacco, an average of 6,277,411
pounds per year, at. an average advance price of $5.41 per hundred.
The coopexative president said
the Association had handled 42.1
per cent of all tobacco sold in
this area during the last nine
years.
The Association now numbers
9.662 growers. During the last
year, 146 new members have been
added, against 60 cancellations of
which only 2 exercised their option to withdraw and 39 were cancelled by) the board for violation
of contract. The Association embraces- 11 counties in this territory, three in Tennessee. L. L.
Veal, Murray, is general manager.
The Association purports itself to
be, as President Hill pointed out,
the only hope and salvation of the
tobacco grower for obtaining a
living price for his product.

Conservation Slate
In Agriculture Is
Aim of County
Thirty-two supervisors to measure land on the Agricultural Conservation Program for 1940, were
approved by the AAA office at
Lexington, effective July 10.
Training and examinations were
cornplejed on Monday of this
week and all boys taking the examination passed and were put to
work by the local committee the
same day they were approved by
the state officei
The list and the districts in
which they work follow: Murray:
B. M. Coleman, Aubrey Hatcher,
John Cunningham, Toy B. Jones;
New Concord: Gordon Moody, Cleo
Grogan.
LaVern
Bucy, Harry
Sledd, F. H. Spiceland, Jr.; Liberty: James Brandon, Wayne Dyer,
L. V. Ross, Torn Wells, 0. B.
Geurin; Brinkley: Jim Hughes, H.
C. Chester, Ralph Ray, Bun H
Hughes; Swann: Luther Nance,
Mitchel Story, Sherwood Potts,
C. C. Erwin, G. L. Morris; Wadesboro: 0. L. Cain, Jr., Herschel
Pace, R. A. Walston, Talmadge
Burkeen; Hasa:. W. D. Shoemaker,
Gilmer McClure, Ginnith Owen,
Hollis Walker, and ar L. Nix,

Fellowship C(ub
to Feast Again
Pastors of all Murray churches
are especially invited to attend
the second monthly breakfast of
the Fellowship Club, in the National Hotel. Friday morning, Dr. 0.
C. Wells, in tharge of arrangements said Wednesday. These breakfasts for the men
about town were started last month
with tha hope of _creating_ good
fellowship among the gen of 'the
town. The first proved an immense success, and a much larger attendance is expected for the
second this week.
The breakfast will begin promptly at 7 o'clock, and Max Hurt
will serve as toastmaster. V. C.
Stubblefield, druggist, is- president
of the club.
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Shirborough wha had spent the
past several weeks in New Orleans.
Mrs, Rupert Lassiter has returned from Nashville where she
underwent an operation at a
Neshville hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Ordway
rand son John Preston, are speedtng
several days in Kuttawa. V.:th
Mr. and Mrs Ex e Adams and ; Mre. John Lovett. of Benton.
eons of Sandusky. 0. have re- has returned home after spending his mother. Mrs. G. P. Ordway.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Calhoun and
turned home eller a two weeks' several days with Mr. and Mrs,
vacation_ with his mother Mrs. Jrie Lovett. of North Sixteenth son, Larry Dale, of Evansville
spent several days last week with
Bureess Pinker, Sr.. and Mr. Par- Street.
ker. and Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph McCuiston relatives in Murray.
Mr. arid Mrs. Orville Trotter of
Adams.
rleft Sunday for Harriman. Tenn..
Seuthside, Tenn,. spent Sunday
Rev. Ieelie Gilbert and. ktra-G11-, where they will make their home.
with
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Scott.
bete
f McKciine. Tenn. visited • Mr. McCuiston has worked there
Mrs. Ethel Bowden is the guest
Mr and M,s. Burgess Parker. Sr.. with the Tennessee Valley Authority for the last two years, but Mrs. this week of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
the Fourth.
Robinson and children of Bowling
has remained
here Green.
Quincy Adams returned to Chi- McCuiston
cago thas week after spending his where she held a position ae clerk
Mr. and Mrs. J.:4 Baker have as
vacation with his mother Mrs. in the Peoples Savings Bank.
their guests Mr. and Mrs. John
Miss Rosalind Crass is visiting Newton
Burgess Parker, Sr.. and Mr. ParStitt and son. Billie. of
friends in Knoxville and Chattaker.
Ruleville. Miss Jimmie Dixon of
nooga
this
week.
Mr. and Mrs Fred. Girigles and
Intilsville is the guest of Joe
Mr. and Mee L. J. Hortin spent Graves Baker,
Mr. and Mrs. Carman Graham
the
Fourth with Mr. Idortin's parepent the Fourth of July at Pine
Miss Irene Watkins has returned
ents in Albion. Ill.
Bluff,
frum
Detroit
where she spent
Mx. and Mrs Joe Lovett and several weeks with relatives.
Kid. and Mrs. C. L. Francis left
Mr, and Mrs. Chas. H. Smith
Saturday for a few days' visit with Wells; Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Yancey.
Joe Hargis. Mrs.. Francis' father. Miss Louise Putnam, Hal K. Xing- have moved from their home place
ir.s.
Nancy
Whitnell
were at Wells on West Main street to the Hughes
Francis
Elder
Columbia.
in
preached
preached in Lawrenceburg Sun- Camp on the Tennessee for the residence. North 5th Street. Mr.
and Mrs. Smith, who have both
day. while his pulpit here was Fourth.
Gene Graham. Wade' Gietharn. been ill are improving, and Mr.
filled by Elder Ervin Lee.
James Dale Clopton and Billy Richard Gholson. Marion
Sher- Smith is able to be out among
Utley returned from Hopkinsville boeorigh, Martha Bell Hood. and friends again.
Mary
Callus went to Reelfoot Lake
last week where they have keen
For the first time in seven
Lake tor the Fourth
visiting friends, .
months Mr. John A. Cole, MurVetoes
ion&
manager of Na- ray resident, spent
coach Jim. Mooreleft for his
the greater
Connecticut home Friday morn- tional Stores, was in Nashville this part of the day. Tuesday.
uptown
ing. He will also do work in week.
greeting his many friends and
Mao Luta Thornton. of St. Louis.
summer semis 1st Columbia Um.
again enjoying
their fellowship.
Mo.. is the guest of her sister Mrs.
versity.i
Mr. Cole was stricken last DeMr. and Mrs. LeRoy (Merman R. R. Wain. of South lith Street cember with a severe
paralytic atMr. and Mrs. G. W. Furgerson.
are spending a -few weeks in Patack and has been confined to his
ducah with Mrs. Offerman's par- Georgia. and Bill a-eresamong those home since. He is
steadily imfrom Murray who attended the
ents.
proving.
Max Hurt was a visitor in Nash- Fourth celebration at Pine Bluff.
W
T.
Sledd.
Sr. who has been
Mrs. B. M.• Wilson. of the Elmus
ville Friday.
confined to his room for several
Misses -7-Treanor Waidelis, and Beale Hotel, was a visitor in Pamonths
is
recovering
and is able
JoYae Hill. Harrisburg. Ill.. are ducah Monday.
Daddy Trail attended the Padu- to be on the streets again this
e-isiting friends in Murray this
cah-Ides-field
baseball game - in week meeting old friends and busWeek.
*
iness associates. who were pleased
Miss Kathleen Wallace visited Mayfield Sunday.
Robert Butterworth. Jr... of May- Jo note his improvement.
friends ii, .Murray the past weekfield. was a Visitor in Murray SunMr. and Mrs. B. F, Scherffius
end.
had as their guests over the fourth
Harold- Reline ..spene -the Fatirth dae' evening.
Mrs.-- Annie Young. Mrs. C,allie Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hopkirk
as a guest of Miss Betty Burdick
at Reelfuot Lake. The past week- Outland. Miss Dens Winger. Miss and- children of New York City
Cray
White. and Miss Da Marie who were en route to Grants
end. Riddle. 'Har.rojd Kirkpatricke
and
Naomi 'Turk were house Hight, all - of Welle Hall. motored Plum Oregon.
guests at the Bee-dicks in Union to GilbertiVille Sunday for a 'sightMrs. A. D. Butterworth returned
seeing tour el the Kentucky Dam yesterday from Hickman.. where
City. Tenn,
she was the guest for several days
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Farris. .01 now under construction.
•
Charles Taylor, Mayfield. dis- of her sister. Mrs. C. V. Townsend.
R.oswell.
N. M.. have
returned
trict
supervisor pf the' National She was aecomPanied home by her
hoSee, after Visiting relatives in
Youth•Administration. was in Mur- nieces, Harriett and Patricia TownCalheway County.
Mr. and Mrs. Carney Andres. Of ray Friday on business..
send, who will remain for a visit.
Dale, Parker. who has been emRoswelL .N.. M.. have returned
Mrs.' A. J. G. Wells of Jackhome after a brief visit with Mr. ployed teaching at New Concord. sonville. Fla.. and Mrs. Jason
has accepted a position in the-high Smith of Tampa visited friends .in
and Mrs. Voris Andrus.
Mr. and Mrs. Criarles Stiles. L. school at Kuttawa.
Murray the latter part of last
IMF'S Mazy
M. Dupre returned week.
C. and Anna Mary Stiles. Roswell,.
home
the
Fourth from Detroit.
N. M.. have returned home after
Mr. arid Mrs. Charles Scherffins
Mich.. "after spending five weeks of Louisville are guests of his parvisiting friends herie.
Jack Martin. of 'Chicago. visited with Mr and Mrs. George W. Dunn ents. Mr. and Mrs, B. F. Scherffius.
Jr.
friends in Murray Friday
MASS Joan
Butteterorth
is in
Misses Betty Jennings and EmThaw Mending the Fourth in Washington. D. C.. where she is
ma Elizabeth Hall. of Murfrees- the borne .of Mr. and Mrs. George the guest of her uncle, J, P. Glasboro. Tenn_ have returned home Dunn Sr. were Mr. and Mrs. W. gow.
after a brief sant with Mrs. A. H. Diem of Nashville, Tenn.. Mr.
The Rev. Howell. M. Forgy has
W. Willard. Of North 14th Street, and Mrs. Wafter Hutchens and returned frant attending a stuMs. anchMrs. F. W. Pirdle. and Bobbie and Porter. Mr. and Mrs. dent conference in Michigan and
Sandra. of Paducah. returned benne George and Felix H. Dunn of De- will fill his .pulpit at the Presbyafter spending. the Fourth with troit. Mich. ,
terian church next Sunday.
Miss Rachael Hood. who taught
Mrs. H. G. McNamee of Grand
Mrs- PirtIt's PMePtee.Mrs. H. r..
Thea pest --year in Lake Charles. JUTICti011, Tenn.. and Dr. R. - G.
Farley. of M.urrajr.
La.
ha
arrived in Murray to McNamee.
Mrs. Bonnie M. Derryberry, Of
Jr.. of Philadelphia
Knoxville. Tenn.. returned home speed the remainder of'thesum- spent from Monday to Wednesday
after a visa with her son Prof. Mee with relatives'.' She has re- of this week with Mr. and Mrs.
W. E Derrs-berry. of 'North Six- cently returned from 'a trip to W. B. Davis and Miss- Bess McNew YOrk and Washington..
teenth Street.
Namee.
Mrs. Ralph Lundgren, and daughMrs. Rovene Walker
Phelps.
Mrs. Cleo Gillie Hester is spendformerly of Murra
and now of ter Suzanne. of Rikkford. 111.: ing her vacation with her parDearborn. Mich.. underwent an were guests Friday and Saturday ents. -Mr. and Mrs. Gillis, and hireappendectomy in the Wyandotte of - Mrs. E. S. Diugnida Jr.
son. Bob Hester and Mrs. Hester
Hospital last week.. She is reJelin Daniel Lovett -left yester- in Lexington.
-day for Lancaster. Ky-. where he
ported doing nicely
MisssRosemary Cudell will leave
Thomas Devil and John Keeney will spend several days with-Mr.. the latter part Of next week to
visited in Princeton over the and Mrs. Bob Elkin and pan spend the. week-end at her
home
week-end.
Elkin.
in Winchester where s
- he will be
Mrs. Ilona Clasgew, of the BradMrs. W. E. Smith of New Or- maid or Femur at the wedding of
ley Apartments, returned to Mur- leans arrived Sunday for a visit her sister, Miss Virginia Ann
Curay Sunday. Inern Detroit. Mich_ with her daughter. Mrs. C. L. dell and Beverly Potter White.
i
where she spent the Fourth with Sharborough mnd family. She was
Mr. and - Mrs. John Miller and
accompanied by Miss Jacqueline little
daughter were
week-ena
guests of,, her mother. Mrs. Arthur
Shaw at State Line. Ky.
Glenn Sutherland,
who lives
near Penny in this county. will
leave- this week-end for Detroit
where he has employment.
Loren
Adams, proprietor
Of
ADMISSION-10c and 16c
Adams Sive Store here, and his
son Henry returned • Tuesday evening from Si. Louis where they
'pent -Monday and llifonday
Mrs. .J. L. Adams has returnee
to her home in Holdenville. Okla.
after visiting with Mr. and Mrs.
Joe T. Parker.
Harold Caplinger of Louisville
spent several days last week with
his parents. Mr, and- Mrs. W. J.
Caplinger.
! Miser. Marilyn Mason' is the guest
this week of Mr. and Mrs. Dick
Hagan in Elizabethrown. Ky.
Miss Fannie Burnett. St.. Louis,
is seeiting her mother, Mrs. Nolan
Wyatt, who is an operative patient at the Mason Hospital.
V. A. Ross will-return home tomorrow from-- a I0-day vacation
at Deviser' Springs.
Joe Wayne and Myles Thorns
.Ttine . are visitiPlea iclutives
Nashville this weekr
Mr. ,and Mrs. Rob Brandon. of i
Moe Reute I. are the patents of
an lire pouaca sons born July 4. Tle
infant' has
been
-named
di
Thomas.
Mrs. .J. C. Kluth and daughter.
Jo Ann. and Carolyn Caplinger of
Leuisviele are expected to arrive
Sunday-for a visit with Mr. and
Mrs. W. J. Caplinger,
Mr. and laL s, J. B. Wilson are
ipenaing this week en a, motor
•••••.
trip
••••••
thec.uret
Kentucky.
They I
••••••
were accompanied by her -brother_
and sistkr-in-law. Mr. ands-Mies. /Newell James of Jonesburi,„ Ark.
1Vire Emmett Tuggle. and daughter. Gwendolyn; of Orlando. FM
arrived. Monday, night for a \ with her parents, Mr. and Mi
Dedley fohnsOn.
Miss Jean Therrell returr,
terdey bY plane _from NaeM,
and the her home in Atlanta- after 1
ing several weeks with hs,
and 'aunt. Mr,- and Mrs. le aiik I
Iferroor Ss
Therrelh
C
.• to :r
• l•
.1, ;MI ROA
• Jahr' Reneeffe Nntliville. wag a
.
A C LUMBIA PICTURE business visitor in Murray during
the past week.

ea"
44a.

Miss Margaret Cooper has lie- . James Sims, of Louisville. visit-I John Smith, who is ill, had the
Rev. I. S. Hicks and Miss Thelturned to his hotly, in Uniontown. i ed friends here Tuesday night on,following guests visit him Sunday ma Pharis of Fulton. Mr. and Mrs.
after a brief visit with friends in !
his way to Louisville where he Mn- Homer Starks, Miss Mary Callie Hale, Mr. and Mrs. Edd
Murray.
Magness and Miss Betty Jane Glaswill take an examination for the Ward, all from Paris; W. S. Trous- gow of
John Singleton, Murray Collegs
Murray, were dinner guests
dale. Mrs. Ed Jackson and Mrs.
eaval
air,
corps.
from • Enterprise, Ala
student
Mary Smith, from Puryear. Tenn.; of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Howard of
Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Thui man
underwent an appendectomy, Monand Mr. and Mrs. W. D. McKeel Lynn Grove after church services
at Beech Grove Sunday.
day. He is repel ted to be dont,. ead as their dinner guests Friday of Murray.
and
Mrs.
011ie
Meyer.
Hera
well.
Henry Breckenridge. Billy Utley
Mrs. Annie Wear, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Early Mayer and granddaughvisitors in
Prof R A. Johnston. chemisten
Lamar Farley. Miss Ann Farley and Tom Johnson were
ter.
Marilyn,
Logan,
W.
Va.;
and
professor at Murray State. underand Miss Ruby Farley spent Sun- Paris Friday night.
Mrs.
Amanda
White,
of
Murray.
Mts. W. B. Wilson, Whiting, Ill..
went an operation for appeedicite
E. P. Davis, of the Civil Aero- day with Mrs. Virginia NebTett at has been the guest for the past
last. week. He is doing wen.
Claridge
the
Hotel
in
nautics Authority
of Cincinnati,
several days of her mother, Mrs.
Felix Dunn, of Detroit, is visitwas a visitor in Murray Tuesday. Miss Ann Farley remained for a Oscar Key.
ing friends and relatives in the
several
days'
visit with
Mrs.'
President James H.. Richmond, Neblett.
Mr. and Mrs. T. le Bernes, Tamcounty this week.
of'Murray State College, returned
pa, Fla., are spending their vaca'Mr. and Mrs. Charles Yarbrough
Bob
Mrs.
Belote
of
-Washington,
home from Washington last weekarrived Tuesday to spend their
D. C., Mrs. Oliver Wendell List of tion with Mrs. Barnes' mother,
end.
vacatlbn with Mr. Yarbrougha
Bristow. Okla., and Mr*. Jesse Mrs. Oscar Key.
Margaret
Cole,
Nell
Vivian Harris of Mayfield were guests
parents in Murray.
Mrs. Holmes Ellis and Holmes.
Mrs. Lucille Cathey, of Hardin, and Margaret Lamb, of North Wednesday of Mrs. Wells Purdom. Jr.. of Lone Oak. are the guests
of Mrs.- Ellis' aunt, Mrs. Outry Paswas a visitor in Murray Tuesday pleasant Grove Church, have reMisses Anna Diltz and Juliet
Sam Crider returned from his turned home from Loneee Oak. Holton joined friends front Louis- chall, and other relatives in Murray while her husband IS attendhome in Georgetown: Ill., where where they attended tlie
ville last week for a tfip to Washhe speht the past week. He is the Presbyterian Church Encampment. ington, D. Cs and points of in- ing surpemer schoo 1st the Unitaking
Each
a
study
some
on
reverekty of Kentucky doing work
father of a girl. Janet, born last
ligious subject taught by religious terest in Virginia and the east. loading to his Master's Degree.
week.
Mrs. Freeman Wilford and baby
education teachers.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Wilkinson
Elmo Tinsley of the U. S. Navand Miss Virginia Nelle Wilford
Miss Anne Wilkinson of
al Training Station. New Port., R. . Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Lamb are will leave next week for Akron. and
I., is visiting home folks near visiting relatives and friends of O., where they will join their Shreveport. La., are spending several
with Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
days
county
weeks.
the
for a few
Mr.
Lynn Grove this week.
father and husband, who is emDowns. They will be accompaLamle as principal' of the . fourth
ployed there at a job he held
Mrs. May Belle Scoby spent last
nied hothe by Miss Betty Wilkindistrict school in Covington.
week-end with friends and relaseveral years ago. Miss Frances
Mr. and Mrs. Pierce Holland. of Wilford and Miss Magdalene Case son who has spent several weeks
tives at her former home, New.
Detroit. visited his brother. Otto itt left Sunday for Akron, where in Murray.
burn, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Skaggs and
Thurman. coach
Clifton
and Holland, of Murray. the past week. they will seek work. The Wilprofessor of mathematics at the Also visiting was Miss Frankie fords fur the last several years Mary Jo Skaggs left this morning
Murray Training School, is spend- Holland.
have operated the Bus Station on a trip to St. Louis.
ing the summer in New York City
Mr. and Mrs. George Hart and Lunch and Hotel Freeman. The
where he is attending Columbia ileughter, Lochie Fay. are on a hotel and cafe now will be opeDan Sawyers, Clinton county.
University working on his Doctor's oication trip to St. Augustine and rated by Mrs. Wilford's father and sold spring fryers for a profit of
etiisii points in Florida.
Degree.
her brother, Curtis Overby.
$21 on 200 birds.
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AFTERNOONS
Children
Balcony ilex included)
Lower Float itas intluded

NIGHTS - SUNDAY. - HOLIDAYS
leo
Children
Balcony itax lacluded)
Lower Floor lies included) _
360

THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE THIS HOME!
with ifs blushing
bride . blazing wife'
blundering
groom!

A STAR IS BORN!
1101ritY• it o• net

-CHUM- will 04,
yew heart aw4y

eieene
DUNNE * GRANT
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RANDOLPH SCOTT.GAIL PATRICK
Oirecied by CARSON KANN

A LEO McCAIIET Production
IMO

RADIO Picture

ild./Mn for IS. screen by Sells on

So-el

sessoo

JUDITH

I '''9:•

1

ANDERSON

tidies

lullaby
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NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY

PUS IONIISIDI
E9.11,A;,A1141,1lll
r. a, PM MOIC.IMI

You'll longa MOTH
rent•wb•r
DIANA VEINS • MIDI* WIESIMAN • 5c .•••• P.

Out of Death Volley,
"hell-hole of creation," roars a drama
with the kick of 20
mules!The lusty saga
of men who make a
million
or die with
their boots on . . .
surpassing even
"Bad Man of Brimstone" and "Viva
Villa" for thrills!

S •, .•

SATURDAY ONLY
WAYNE

MARGARET

MORRIS • LINDSAY
WilLIAM GARGAN in

ROS(OE KARNS
ROBERT EMMETT KEANE
WADE BOTELER

CHARLESeg RE

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
"... WHAT WAS MEANT FOR THE WIFE ....
HUBBY GOT BY ER OR..."
wee' •
W

4.* -

et••

gs. gir

AtePar i,a4sdantA

r

IIIIIRABOUTI
HOVEL
MOST HILARIOUS
THORNe Topper) SMITH'S
(*IOU

/ MULE
TEA
M
STARRING

\cLBEERY
with

JOHN

LEO CARRILLO
MARJORIE RAMBEAU
ANN BAXTER
DOUGLAS FOWLEY

AlIOLPSF
MENJOU* LANDIS* HUBBARD
ASTOR

Verses TEASDALE * Mary
WThIlka GARGAN *
COMPTON
PAlle)2011N • leyts
r Treeklie
o.**ld
latish
WNS
let/sell Nue O
. A tir tilt Ile 1411
.„•

v 1th LORNA CRAY
SONS of the PIONEERS

-

ILYEGLASSIES LOST!
Lost pair of Doable Vision celluloid frame eyeglasses. I med
them this mends' In A. R. Beale's
store. Last somewhere Is that viReward for ralarn.
W.
cinity.
A. Wright, Box 172, Hamel, Ky.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

AT NOON ...A BACHELOR!
At Midnight...He Had A Baby!
What a spot for Eddie! And
what a riot when 40 gorgeous
gals want to play mama to this
bundle of joy.
... and trouble!

YOUR FAVORITE ACE OF THE WEST...

•

• •
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TODAyl.AND FRIDAY

--

•

Many citizens of Calloway County are expected to attend the unveiling of the Seaburn Gay monument at the Freeland Cemetery,
July 28, at 3 o'clock, as Gay is
well remembered by older Calloway Countians.
Outstanding in an early Indian
war with the Cherokees, Gay was
4n excellent shot, awl experienced
all of the horrors of early warfare. The monument, which arrived in February is expected to
be unveiled by a Tennessee congressman, unnamed as yet by D.
M. Freeland, a grandson, in charge
of the arrangements.
Freeland Cemetery is located on
the Stateline Road about eight
miles east of Hazel- Among the
surviving relatives of Gay are D.
M. Freeland, and Mrs. Anna Freeland, Detroit, Mich.; George Freeland, John Freeland, Jr.. eges.
Clay McClure. all of the Freeland Mill community; Mrs. Rob
Moody, of Buchanan, Tenn.; Otis
Freeland. Bruceton, Tenn.; Ira and
John Melvin Morgan, of Hazel.
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SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

_

July 28 Is Set For
Unveiling Of Gay
Memorial in County
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Lassiter Hill News
Thoughts
--Mr. and Mrs.- 'J. C. Paschall
„wage giirsts over ,the week-end
on
with Mrs. Paschall's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. D. B. Byars.
WAR
Mrs. Cleo Tilley and daughter,
Norma Jeane of Indianapolis, Ind.,
and
are spending a few days with Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis Cosby.
and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke
PEACE andMr.children,
Willudean and Jer-

ly
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F. C. POGUE
Murray State
College
THE MONROE DOCTRINE
IN THE WAR

ry, Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Key and
daughter, Dorothy Lou, were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Marv:n Parks, Mr.
and Mrs. Othel Paschall were Sunday afternoon caleIrs of Mr. and
Mrs. Ben Byars.
Mrs. Cleo Tilley and daughter,
Norma Jean, were dinner guests
in the home of Odie Morris and
family Monday. They also visited
in the Morsis home Saturday
afternoon,
Ben
Byars. Ola Morris and
Charles Morris -were in Murray
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke
and children were in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Odie Morris Saturday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Edwin Paschall and son. Thomas Edwin, Mr.
and Mrs. Odie Morris and children. visited in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. L. W. Cosby Sunday
afternoon.
Mrs. Cleo Tilley and Mrs. Lena
Cosby visited in the sickroom of
Mrs. Ruby Wingo last week.
We're sorry to report -Uncle
Jim" Hooper is not well at this
writing.
We hope he soon recovers.
Mrs. Lewis Cosby and Cleo Tilley and daughter were Monday
dinner guests in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Humphreys.
Mrs. Pearl Smotherman and
Mrs. Vester Paschall visited Mrs.
One Key Monday afternoon.
Mrs. B.. L. Swann presented to
her sister.
Mrs.
D. B. Byars,
enough nice apples to fill nine
quart cans for which Mrs. Byars
was very appreciative.
Mr. and Mrs. Red Brandon were
in Tr -City Friday on business.
—Humming Bird

More striking than nearsy anything else in this war has been the
great revival of interest in the
Monroe Doctrine in the Americas.
Serrated for - a time by many of
the Latin America states, it has
suddenly come back into favor.
With it has come a revival Of. interest in the doctrine of PanAmericanism which many citizens
of the United State bad ,tended to
forget.
The last war saw the cooperation of the United States and
Latin America at its height. Woodrow Wilson by his policy of no
further territorial acquisitions at
the expense of Latin America
gained the backing of most of the
countries to the south of us. This
backing was increased when - he
incorporated certain ideas of his
Pan-American League scheme into the League of Nations. Unfortunately for the United States,
this feeling of Latin American cooperation
was lost
when
the
League of Nations was scuttled by
the American Senate. Then followed a period in which our
southern neighbors turned their
eyes towards Europe for leadership.
During
the administration
of
Herbert Hoover, an attempt was
made to regain the goodwill of
Latin America. This attempt was
marred by the Smoot-Hawel tariff,
but a foundation was laid' on
which President Roosevelt and
'Carden. Hull could build a sound
Good Neighbor policy. The failure of the League in Europe helped the present administration to
A number of Murray tennis play-turn the eyes of Latin America
ers will compete in the coming
northward for leadership.
The present war has seen vari- tennis- tournament held in PaduOuS restatements of the Doctrine cah during July.
The junior title, which is held
proclaimed by James Monroe in
1823.
We have reiterated the by J. D. Hamilton, Jr., of North
statement, "made
by
President Sixteenth Street, Murray, will be
Roosevelt- before the war began, sought by Lubie Veale, Jr., Billy
that the Monroe Doctrine applies Ross, and a few lathers under 18
to Canada as Well as to countries
of South America. In proclaiming years of age. Hamilton, who is
'a neutrality zone, the twenty-one just past 18 will compete in the
American
republics
announced senior singles division, the title
their solidarity. More lately the now held by Ralph Pickard, NumSenate has restated what the or- ber One man on Murray State's
iginal doctrine intimated and what Tennis telam last year.
the
Lodge
resolution
plainly
Bill Wilson, Mayfield who is
stated in 1912 that the United in school at Murray, and Kermit
States would not countenance the Phillips, Almo, are
expected to
transfer of European possessions
in this country to another Euro- also compete with Hamilton for
the
senior singles title. Hamilton
pean power. This has drawn protests from Germany, but any at- will team with H. D. Holt, Jr., of
tempt to interfere with this Doc- Sturgis. and Wilson will team with
trim. will mean something very Pickard. for the senior doubles.
cl .oO• tow..:'.
'bliss Maxine Pybas, college stuThe possibility of German at- dent here froth Greenwood, Miss.,
tacks on Iceland and Denmark. will compete in the ladies singles
the possible development of diffi- division, and will pair with Wilculties in territory held in the son in the mixed doubles. event.
West Indies 'by the French and The senior singles starts
Saturday,
German and Italian, activities in July 19.
Latin America all
indicate that
the greatest • trials of the Monroe
Doctrine are yet ahead. To meet
these threats, the President is
working on an
economic "plan
Several persons from this comwhich will protect the couistries
to the south from dependence on munity attended the homecoming
Germany for markets. He is aid- services at Mt. Carmel Sunday
ed in his efforts for eight years week.
of friendly cooperation. He will
Barney Herndon. while feeding
be hampered by American groups a hay bailer recently, gut his foot
which compete with Latn Americrushed when it became caught in
can products. Our success in meeting the problem will depend on the machine. Mr. Herndon has
the breadth of vision that this been in the Mayfield hospital
where his leg has been placed in
country can show.
a plaster cast.
beim' Dorothy Nell Russell spent
OUTLAND MEETING
last week as the guest of her sister
Mrs. Henson Harris and Mr.
The regular annual " graveyard
cleaning at Outland Cemetery will Harris of Murray.
Charley
Watson happened to a
take place Wednesday, July 17, it
was announced today. Dinner will painful accident last week when
be served on the ground at noon. a horse stepped on his foot. He
gut his other foot broken early in
the spring and was just able to
Approximately a thousand people work some when
he received his
stopped to see a crop demonstra- second injury.
tion of grasses on the farm of Creed
I would like to send greetings to
One)'. Carroll county.
little Wanda Mae Byers who has
been sick so long. We heard you
were getting well and would soon
be able to get out.
Mrs. Zelna Russell has been confined to her bed for the past few
days with illness. Her friends are
wishing far her a speedy recovery.
Farmers are very busy trying
The Honorable Sherman to-get their wheat cut. The recent
rains
have delayed this work
Goodpaster, Director of In- to' a great
extent.
surance, has issued a warn- Little Misses Marilyn and Joen
ing to residents of Westgrn Young are on the sick list.
Kentucky against purchas- Little James Ray Alexander was
to a physician a few days
ing contracts of insurance carried
ago with an infection.
He is
from unlicensed burial as- reported as being somewhat imsociations and insurance as- proved at this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Filbeck were
sociations.
recent
dinner
guests of their
Mr. Goodpaster said that daughter Mrs. Lloyd Carson.
Mr. and Mrs. Clark Hubbs, of
it had recently come to his California,
have been spending a
attention that there was a few days with the former's mothgreat deal of activity on the er, Mrs. Lucy HUbbs.

Murray Netters to
Compete in Paducah

Heath News

Director of Insurance
Warns Against
Unlicensed Firms

part of burial associations in
border-line counties. The
policies of these associations
he said, are considered by
the State Division of Insurance to be without value to
Kentuckians in purchasing
insurance.

ICE CREAM SUPPER
There will be a nice cream supper at Outland School house Saturday night, July 13. Plenty of
music. Everybody invited.

Any person apprehended
representing unlicensed burial associations in Kentucky
will be prosecuted to the
fullest extent of the law, Mr.
Goodpaster said.

Warren county homemakers published the following notice in a
spring clean-up program. "Everybody paint up and clean up. If
you cant paint, use whitewash. Repair fences, walks and gates. A
muddy drive, a sagging gate or a
broken step is an unwelcome
greeting to the guest who comes
your way."

Persons holding burial
certificates or policies of
insurance are invited by Mr.
Goo/it:30r to write to his
rankfort to deteroffic
mine whether his policies
have any value.

Juices are not kept in meat
by searing. This is contrary to
the old theory which has been disproved by scientific studies on
cooking meats.
Roasting in a
moderate means jucier, tenderer,
more uniformly cooked beef, veal,
pojand lamb.

A Suit of Clothes
By MARY KEELING
(Released by Associated Newspapers
INNU Service.)

terHERE are certain temperamerits," the professor was remarking blandly, "of which it is—"
"Look out, daddy!" cried Pat.
The professor nimbly sidestepped
to avoid the string of motors that
suddenly started when the green
light changed.
"There are temperaments, my
dear, of which it is—"
"Oh, daddy, do please look out!"
Pat cried again as a car whirled
around the corner.
The professor sidestepped once
more, but not nimbly enough this
time to avoid a splashing of muddy
water as the car passed through a
puddle close to the curb.
''Oh, daddy," wailed Pat, as she
mopped away at the professor's
coat tails, "whatever will mother
say? And your second best trousers
are quite too—too unsafe for wear
in public."
"There are temperaments, Patricia," began the professor.
"I do wish, dearest," said Pat
reproachfully, "that you'd try to remember your own temperament—
how careless you are about crossing
streets and spoiling clothes and—"
• • •
"Henry," remarked the professor's wife at the breakfast table the
next morning. "you simply must order a new suit of clothes at once.
Your appearance is a disgrace to
the family."
"That reminds me. my dear,"
said the professor cheerfully. "I
have a distinct impression that I
ordered a suit of clothes last week."
"Why, daddy!" exclaimed Pat in
astonishment, "however did you
come to order • suit all by yourself?"
"It is true," allowed the professor, "that I gave the order to a
young man who called upon me after class time. I feel reasonably
certain, however, that it was clothing he wished to selL He wilt I
recall, quite immaculately turned
out himself."
"Henry Porter!" cried his wife
despairingly, "do you mean to say
that you gave an unknown salesman an order for clothes without
seeing what they were like?"
"My dear, you quite distress me,"
expostulated the professor. "The
young man. seemed of a most superior type and now that I consider
the occurrence I remember mention
of a club. It appears that his firm
Is most particular whom they admit
to its membership. I was selected
in order that a name somewhat familiar in educational circles might
head their list."
"How much did you pay down?"
asked Mrs. Porter.
"Only $2, if I remember correct-
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communities near Rentucl7y Dam
MURRAY-STATE WILL OFFER
REGENTS TO
SOIL TESTS TELL
which are composed chiefly of
TVA workers and their families.
ACCEPT BIDS
WHAT FERTILIZERS
REGIONAL LIBRARY SERVICE Mr. Brown says this movement
is more significant when one con- Board, to Get Sealed Hi& on
ARE MOST NEEDED
The plan is brought about by a
the fact that there is no
CHICAGO—"Growing crops are
just like dairy cows. To produce
their best they must be well fed,"
says an agricultural report.
"If the supply of plant food is insufficient or depleted through years
of continued cropping," says the report, "the crops are underfed and
the farmer harvests an unprolitti-ble yield. Poorly nourished plants,
moreover, are more likely to be infested with certain fungous diseases (hart healthy dhes.
"Fortunately the average farmer
can take inventory of the fertility of

TVA and Kentucky
Library Extension
Aid Project

A circulating library service of
a nsw type in this area is to be
intraduced in both Marshall and
Calloway Counties by the library
of Murray State Caliege* aided by
the Kentucky Library Extansiun
Division and the Tennessee Valley
Authority. This service will consist of extending regiunal library
service to the one- and two-teacher
elementary schools of the counties. Such was the announcement
of Prof. E. L. Brown, librarian of
Murray State.
This service has been visualized
since last September, but is only
now becoming a reality, Mr. Brown
said.
Three counties, Calloway.
Graves. and Marshall, are included
in the plans but as yet service to
Graves County has not been developed. Mk. Brown believes that
Graves County and perhaps other
counties will use the set-vice when
the plan gets under way.
Briefly the plan Is:
A library of books will be'marie
available in small collections. Each
collection will go to a different
school. When one school has finished reading or studying one
collection, it is passed on to another. Thus the whole library of
books is made available to the students in several schools, 34 in the
case of Marshall County and 23 in
the case of Calloway County, a
total of 63 so far.

1
,11
.

contract with the boards of education of Marshall and Calloway
Counties. The counties will pay
a sum for the use of the books,
the equivalent of rent.
All the money taken In the first
year will be turned into the fund
to buy new books. No profit will
be realiged -by anyone but the
students served and the community in which they grow to citizenship, Mr. Brown says.
The college in cooperation with
Extension Division
the Library
and the TVA will bear all the expense of servicing, that is, the installation of all neeessary material,
transportation, and other expenses.
The counties are buying library
service, not books.
"Every student will have potential access to all boOks. The more
counties cooperating in the s2rvice,
will get for its
the more each
money." Mr. Brown told the reporters.
This plan has been aided by the
Marshall County superintendent of
schools, Mr. Holland Ruse, who
was graduated from Murray State
College in 1932, and by the Calloway County superintendent, Mr.
T. Crawford Arnett, also a former
student of Murray State.
"This is a big chance for Murray to serve the whole western
part of the state,' said Mr. Brown,
who heads the well-organized library of the college. The college
library contains 30.000 volumes. It
has been cooperating with the TVA
since August in the furnishing of
Regional Library Service to those

siders
public library in Marshall, Calloway. or Graves County. The only
libraries are the limited collections
of the consolidated high schools.
According to W. K. MeCharen,
Jr., in the article, "A Regional
Library Service", a pamphlet explan,
State's
Murray
plaining
"These collections do not help the
many small elementary schools
area,
throughout the
scattered
which have no library materials at
all except such as individual teachers may buy."
"Instead of four or five different agencies, each with its own
organization, aiming at the. objective of library service within
one area, there is one center where
all the resources of each, so far
as they affect the region, may be
fitted into the total plan in such
manner that each contributes its
maximum in efficiency of service.
Under this cooperative plan, the
various agencies wil lhave a definite and orderly division of funtbuns, and at the same time an
integration of their respective contributions to those of the other
participants."
This plan will make the purchase of several copies of the same
book for different schools unnecessary. A greater number of different books may be purchased. -This plan is a- new approach to
library service, and Mr. Brown
hopes to draw the interest of
other counties which may need
this service for the furtherance of
education.
The plan will not in any ' way

Bonds for Swann
Dormitory

Murray State College's Board of
Regents will meet Monday, July
15, and accept sealed bids for the
bonds to be issued in connection
with the construction of the Swann
Men's Dormitory on the campus.
R. E. froach. business manager
of the college said.
The dormitory will be started in
the immediate future with G. Tandy Smith as architect. Plans for
the building call for a workshop
and mechanical department to be
built in conjunction with the
dorm. When the building is completed, the CCC barracks now being used by the college on the
Hazel Highway, will not be used
for a dorm any longer, and the
men in those will be transferred
to the southwest campus dorm.
- CIVIL gERVICE EXAMINATION
The U. S. Civil Service announces
the open competitive examination
for the position of MASTER CABINETMAKER, $2,600 A YEAR.
File * your application -before the close, of business on July 19, 1940.
For information see Sec. Board of
U. S. Civil Service Examiners, Post
Office.
Seventeen poultry brooding demin
were conducted
onstrations
seven Mason county communities.
interfere with the service of the
college to its students.

It Pays to Fertilize.
his soil before spring planting time
by means of tests which state agricultural colleges, experiment stations and county agents are glad to
make. These tests will tell whether
the soil is deficient in nitrogen, phosphorus and potash and what analyses and amounts of commercial fertilizer are required to' restore the
fertility of the soil, which leads to
arofitable crop production."

OF PAIR)CAH

the quality store of fine fashions

Buchanan Route 1
We sure are having some rainy
weather for mid,
s^amrner and the
farmers are yet far behind in
their work.
A birthday dinenr was enjoyed
at the home of Mr. and Will Canady's Sunday. Everyone enjoyed
the pleasant event. Those present
were Mr. and Mrs. Jess Canady
and sons, James D. and J. I,, Mrs.
Lige Canady and son Elton. Mr.
and Mrs. Noble Canady and baby
Geraldine, Mr. and Mrs.' Tollie.
Clayton and children, Estelle. Telbus and Charlie, Miss Nannie Gilbreath, Mr. and Mrs. Eroin Claytan and children, Mr. and Mrs.
Connie Moody and baby, Andrew
Johns. Mr. and Mrs. Lee Thomas
and Sylvia Dell Thomas.
Mr .and Mrs. Lee Garner spent
Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Tollie Clayton and children.
Mrs. Raymond Hugh Clayton and
baby are' spending a few days with
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Alton.
We were sorry to hear of the
death of Lloyd Salmon. The family has our sympathy.
Raymond Hugh Clayton, Melton Lamb spent Monday night as
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Tollie
Clayton and family.
Mr .and Mrs. Ervin Clayton and
children spent Saturday -night with
Mr. and -Mrs. Noble Canady.
Mrs. Harold Ray is spending a
few days with Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Lamb.—"Jay Bird"

"And When is the rest to be paid?"
asked the business manager of the
firm relentlessly.
The professor squirmed a little in
his chair just as the doorbell rang,
thus relieving him of the necessity
of making an immediate reply. Fate
was pursuing him, however, for Pat,
returned to the dining room with an'
aggressive sort of young man who
demanded of the professor his $2 installment due the suit club.
"May I ask," said Mrs. Porter
with great dignity, "when my husband's suit will be delivered?"
"Oh, most any time, ma'am,"
said the collector with'g-sly wink at
Pat. "Some one is chosen each
week to get a free suit and the old
gentleman may be the next lucky
The following patients were 41
one."
mitted to the Keys-Houston Clinic
• • •
Hospital this week:
"Daddy," whispeced Pat as she
Mrs. Rupert Nix, Hazel; Baby
opened the door for the professor, Wanda Fay Nix, Hazel; Mrs. T. E.
"there's a perfectly beautiful young Ahart, Golden Pond; Leon Farmer,
man waiting for you in the library." Murray; Mrs. Hugh Boggess, HarThe professor adjusted his near- din; Baby Boggess, Hardin; Thomsight glasses as the young man rose es Sammons, Murray; John Parker, Murray Route 6. Miss Fleda
from a chair.
"You'll not remember me, Pro- Provine, Birmingham; Miss Freda
fessor Porter, but I'm the man who Nell Rogers, Lynn Grove Route 1;
induced you to sign up with that Mrs. S. J. Spiceland, Dover, Tenn.;
Mrs. J. A. McCord, Murray; Baby
suit club. I've found out that they
McCord: Dorothy Briggs, colored,'
are a bad lot, but f want you to beMurray; Baby Briggs, colored. of
lieve that I honestly thought it on Murray; Mrs.
Beauton aHtcher.
the square. If you'll tell me how Murray; Baby Hatcher, Murray.
much you've given them I'll be glad Lexie Underwood, Puryear, Tenn.;
to pay you back myself. You were Mrs. Hugh Cooper, Murray Route;
so white to me that I can't bear to Mrs. Herman Jones, Murray Route
see you fleeced."
'6; Rev. J. Mack Jenkins, Murray;
"I see no reason in the'world," Mrs. Otis Williams, Paris; John
replied the professor, mildly, "why Warnock, Bowling Green; • Noah
I should allow you to be the loser. Chambers, Murray Route.
Those dismissed this week are
The amount is inconsequential, for I
ascertained some weeks ago that the as follows: _
Mts. Rupert Nix, Hazel; ,Baby
plan was fraudulent. However, I am
exceedingly glad to have you re- Wanda Fay Nix, Hazel; Noah
Chambers, Murray; John Warnock,
store my belief in my sound judgBowling Green; Lexie Underwood,
ment of character. I confess it has
Puryear; Mrs. J. A. McCord, Murbeen somewhat shaken of late. This, ray: Miss Fleda
Nell Rogers, Birmmy dear," he added. as Pat en- ingham; Miss Freda Provine, Lynn
tered the room patiently for the pur- Grove; John Parker, Murray Route
pose of meeting the caller, "is Mr. 6; Thomas Sammons, Murray;Siress
Samuel Salter. You may perhaps Thomason, Dover, Tenn.; Tellus Mcrecall my mentioning him in con- Dougal, Murray; Leon Farmer, Murnection with the purchase of a suit ray.
of clothes. My daughter, Patricia,
Frozen custard: Use '4 cups of
Mr. Salter."
"Daddy, darling," said Pat, milk or thin cream, 2 eggs, a cup
of
sugar and a teaspoon of vanilsqueezing the professor's arm rapturously after the young man had la. Make into a soft custard, let
cool, and then freeze. Milk sherreluctantly taken his leave for the
bet: Combine the juice of three
time being, "it's no wonder, poor
lemons and a cup and a half of
dear, that you fell for that suit club."
sugar. Stir in a quart of milk
"It is indeed gratifying," re- slowly and
freeze.
marked the professor, "to know that
Mr.—ah—Salter's countenance of
Brice Moore, Johnson county, is
nobility and refinement mirrors the grossing about $12.20 per ewe on
sterling character that I at once his lamb flock.
credited him with."
"What a funny old pet you are,
The Grayson County Sportsmen?s
daddy," crooned Pat, kissing the Club is modifying the 4-H conservation
plan to suit local conditions.
soon-to-be bald spct ors top of the
professor's head.
In Hancock county, use of soybeans in river overflow land and
read
our
Classifieds.
to
Pays
on
level lands has doubled.
It

here's an event in which
every budget-wise house-

BLANKETS
3rd FLOOR

wife should

participate.

Join
WATKII1S

Blanket
Club
Now!

Clinic Hospital Notes I

St. Mary's Blankets

It's the simple easy way to pay
for the blanket of your choice
and never miss the money.
Here's how it's done: Pay 95c
down and the balance in weekly
payments.

Nationally advertised in
Good Housekeeping
Woman's Home
Companion
Ladies' Home
Journal

St. Mary's All Wool

House Beautiful
New Yoriker

Blankets ,

Sunset
'

Look for
them

895

for only

...IL a

LEADER

Choose From These Colors
French Blue, Rusty Rose, Copper Gobi,
Nile, Peach Bloom, and White.

An exceptional blanket both in beauty and value!
That's what you'll say about St. Mary's solid tone
blankets • Seven deep, rich colors from which to

Check These Features

choose. All virgin wool, fluffy and light as sea spray

• Size 72x84 '
• Weight 1.3N lbs.
• Moth proofed
4 inch lustrous binding
Pre-Ahrunk
•

. . . a smart decorative complement to any bedroom.°.

Laundry Tested by
American Institute of Launderers.

Kerne/Tibet:, you can buy with confidence at Watkins ... Western Kentucky's Most progressive,stere,
•
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BOY OR GIRL?

Some Early History

Mrs. Cleo TiUy and little daughConsolidation of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, and The ter returned to their home in InBy
Ttmes-herald. October X. 1928
diana Sunday -after several days'
JOHN WRIGHT
Published by_ The Calloway Publishing ComIlieze.
visit to Mr. and Mrs. le W. Cosby
Nara Fourth Street. Murray, Keetwelry
and other friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Edo Johnson. of
Early settlers of Calloway never
R MELOAN
Publisher
EDWARD FREEMAN
made as much of the Fourth of
Editor and Business Manager Paris, visited her parents Mr. Lon
Shrader and Mrs. Shrader and Mr.
EDD KELLO%V
July as they did of Christmas and
News Editor and Mrs.. C.
Y. Langston a few
some other holidays, but they had
days last week.
picnics, barbecues, can
Entered at the Postoffice, Massy. Kentucky, as second elms mail matter.
Miss Ann Glover, Paris, was in
speakings, brandanees and various
Subscription Rates:—In First Congressional District and Henry and Hazel Wednesday.
gatherings occasionally on this day.
Stewart Counties. Tenn., $100 a year, Kentucky. $1 50; Elsewhere $2.00.
I will never forget one of these; for
A series of restral meetings will
it was the occasion of my having a
convene at Pleasant Grove Sunnew baggy ruined by a runaway
day, July 21. Rev. Sam Morris
horse. I had just driven tip to the
will astst the pastor. Rev. K. G.
residence- of Esquire Faughn at Fair
Dunn.
Dealing, thrown the hitch rein over
ACTIVE
M
Mr and Mrs. E. C. Taylor, James
a horseshoe fastened on the side of
A. Taylor and family. Mrs. Connie
a tree, and gone into the house to
Taylor left Saturday for their home
get my best girl to take her to the
in Flint, Mich. En route they will
picnic. A chicken flew up on the
visit
their
sister
and
aunt
Mrs.
tr
fats111114
fence near by, the horse jumped,
Geo. W. Yates and Mr. Yates of
broke loose, and dashed down the
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market Louisville.
•
lane. The buggy-lewas demolished
famished upon application.
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Shrader and
and quite a bit of....eaccitement enWe reserve the right to reject any advertisizig. letters to the Editor. family spent the day with his par,flued. 'The Esquire ordered his big
or Public Voice items, which in our opinion is not or the best interest ent. Lon Sharder
and Mrs. ShraNegro Jim to hitch my horse at
of our readers.
der last Friday.
once to the family -.phaeton and
hold, him by the bits until he calmMrs. W. S. Junes was al Mured down. He then ordered me and
ray Friday on business.
Enos Chambers to get in and drive
Mrs. Tommie Shrader and son
arotind until the horse calmed
The basic precept of the Monroe ti3octrine as it was formulated by was in Hazel Friday.
down. The old Squire was still
President Mom or was substantially this: That America would brook
Mrs. Jesse Steeley was in Murno interference from alien governments in the Western Hemisphere and ray Saturday.
Barbara Quintanilla and Eddie Canter in "The Story of FORTY LITTLE afraid to risk his daughter with
me behind that horse. So he told
America in turn weeld not interfere with governments elsewhere.
Mr. and Mrs. Cale Langstun
MOTHERS", todey and Friday at the Varsity Theatre.
us (Enos and mei to drive on to
The tenable conclusion, then, if we abide by the Monroe Doctrine. visited in Murray Sunday.
the picnic and Lizzie would come
Mrs. Ruby Wingo continues not
is. as President Roosevelt recently remarked, that America is for
•:,.rt. at Sinking Spring Friday in the wagon with the rest of the
Americans= and .Europe Oar Europeans
so well this week
sfternoon.
crowd. We went to the picnic as
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Shrader visitMarvin Jones was in Hazel Sat- directed, but drove back together
In the European cetegory armsEngland, France. Germany. Russia.
ed the latter's sister Mrs. C. F.
urday afternoon on business.
Italy. and the lesser countries In the American group are The United
in the phaeton—without an accifamily. Paris. Sunday.
and
Key
Mr. and Mrs. John Moore were dent. That proved to be
('tarmac. J. Bell
States and the other American republics.
rather an
Mrs. Key continues not so well. Murray - visitors Saturday after- expensive
fourth of July to me.
Funeral services were held last noon.
As much as we regret tha: Europeans are at mar. we do not believe
Charles Cole, St. Louis, visited
But in the end I got the girl, and
we can reined) the situtaion bs getting into war ourselves. Just because his aunt Mrs. 011is Denham and Thursday morning at the Hazel
Mrs. Julian Mayer and children was a big winner after
Baptist Church for Clarence J.
all. We
one building is burning is no reason 19 set floe to another, especially t4e family last week.
of
Union
City.
Tenn
,
spent
last
were happily married in less than
Bell, 38
one in which ue live.
Mr. and Mrs- J. C. Paschall Mr. and years of age, and son of week as guests in the home of a
T.
Mrs
year
J.
Bell.
thereafter.
who died
,,
step-mother,
Mrs.
Ella
Friday night. June 28. at 11 o'clock their
We cannot overlook the fact hewever, that our sympathies are with visited in Mayfield Thursda .
Much of the going in those days
Mayer.
Britain. As we have pointed out previotisly. England's best weapon' is
was on horseback. The ladies all
Junes
were
in
Murray
shopping
her blockade of the Gerrnan-held countries, in view Of the'quite widelyHe was a member of the Bap
used
side saddles and long riding
-family of near Harris Grove were
tist Church at Mt. Carmal, near
heed opinion that Germany may face a food shortage before many Saturday.
guests
Mrs. Grace C. Wilson skirts. There was a stile at every
Mr. and Mrs. A. Shrader and Concord.
months. A starving Germany. and starving German dependants, can
church, schoolhouse, home, or any
. and family.
wage no successful War against Britain. Consequently. as much as we M. eni Mrs. Edd Johnson viatLeT" Bro. Johnson, his pastor, was in
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Bell. Mr. and place where people assembled, so
hate to fore,
the- realism of a. we should think twice before contributing Mrs Tommie Shrader and son Zharge of the services.
Mrs. Rex Canon of Murray attend- the ladies could mount and disto war-relief Inn& of elle Red Cross or any other similar organizations Gene Sunday.
He leaves to mourn his passing ed the funeral of Mr. Bell at the mount with dignity. I never
saw a
J. W Denham was in Mayfield his parents and three seem s Miss
whose aid is neutrally distributed—provided. of course, we wish England
Hazel
Baptist church
Thursday woman ride attride in those days.
on hustneae Thursday.
Addle Bell of Concord. Mrs. W. W. morning
to win.
I
heard
a
macher once tell of
A number from Hazel attended CaldwelLand Miss Nellie Bell of
As far as America's ability to take care of herself economically no the funeral
and Mrs E. 'melds of Padu- meeting a ,woman wearing trousers
of Floyd Hart at Sink- Jonesboro. Ark.; his widow and a
matter who wins the European debacle, we have little alarm. Uncle Sam
cart.Mr
2
-s•ot.
and
•nt
a
less:
riding
days
last
stride.
week
dauetuer.
She was enPatricia.
of
Houston.
ing Stifles Friday.
with Mrs. Fields son and family, route to a town named Wearem.
might do some dictating himself insofar as imports and exports are conCharles Cole, St. Louis. visited Tens and a host of friends in. Mr. and MM.
Daily..
Paul
cerned Should Hitler's dream of a United Europe come to pass, he may
St. Louis and alsO many
She asked the man if that was
grandparents. Mr. an
Mrs. and relatives of Calloway. friends
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Swann. Mr. the away to
discover he has an American union—more powerful and resourceful than his
.
Wealem. He replied,
Hervey Turner, Mr
and
Mrs.
his Europe—to, contend with. .Then he'll understand that economic Lee Myers, last week.
Pallbearers
"I don't know lady. but if there is
were Punch AllbritGrover Charlton is slowly im- ten.
pressure is the most 'forceful ..f ill
Dumas .Clauton. 0. B. Turn- Claud Anderson, Mrs. Noah Hill any ether way to wear 'em if I
•
proving after a lengthy illness.
bow. Sam B. Neely. Claud Wilson l and Miss Joyce Mae Hill spent were you I would try it."
the Fourth at -Dunbar
Mrs. Tommie Shrader Ad ion and Claud Myers.
- Clarksville, Tenn. They Cave. near
Some of the present generation
were joinGene ,ao• visiting in Paris this
Interment was in the pazel City ed there by Miss Laverne Hill and may not
know just what a "stile"
week.
Cemetery.
,
W. A.. Fisir of Nashville. Tenn. was. For the benefit
of such I
'Mr. and 'Mrs. D. N. White had will say that
_s eeone kind was made
Adventism ,Charelses Hold
Per tati first time it twelve years. The C'lIcge P$estst Wider netws
as the r Sunday afternoon visitors
of
planks.
the
other
of
logs. The
Anneal
July
Picnic
pnbiiestion et Murray State Colege, has missed
Mr. a
Mrs. Oscar Skaggs of MurpublItighon date. At
plank - one consisted of a platform
rts last meeting, the colleee board of regents decided to suspend publi• The annual picnic of the Hazel ray.
W. L. W. Jones of Little Rock. about three feet high, three feet
cation af the newspaper fee at least the duration of the summer semester..
Fourth of July 1940 ,v.es the and Mun ay Ssventh Day Ad- Ark_ spent the week-end in Hazel wide and six feet'
song. with steps
Although neither the board 'nor execetives at the college have givens coldest I've ever experienced in ventist churches was held at the visiting friends.
to ascend and descend. The other
their reasons for discontinuing The College News, we ire informed their 1414 years. Actually put on over- Mason Lake July 4.,
Eugene Erwin of Florida is in consisted of blocks of different
Boatriding, swimming and ball Hazel and the county to'vNitiela- lengths, the
decision was not the result of any policy' or discrepancy on the part of shoes and coat before. breakfast.
top one being made
the College News itself to complywith the best of journalistic ethics. The great, all-day show just north games were ene ,yed by the nurses fives and friends.
_
of as lltrge a tree as was avail-and the other 'Young people beMrs. A. M. Hawley and son able an tithe ones
Just last year. the University of Missouri school. of journalism chose it of Mayfield was splendid.
for steps, not
The sides a few of the older ones.
HoUston, and daughter and family so large.
ss the Leese college newspaper published in Kentucky. selecting at over blind woman on outside
When no stile was availef enA bountiful table was spread in who are here from Texas to spend
such established collegiate publications as The Kentucky Kernel and clouser had
able the young man stood beside'
-a tin cup as a beggar. the grove nearby. Many hours
of their vacation. left Moncley for a
The Eastern Progress. It was 'chosen best in 1043. and never since it She told
'1111e her name was Suther. enjoymeat were spent with Slci. few days' visa in Nashville with the girl's mount, put out his hand
ass participated &n intercollegiate competition has it ranked lower
in which she placed a foot and _he
land.
I saw two young ladies Roskjer in charge of the enter- relatives.
than third.
Mr and Mrs. Claud Anderson gracefully lifted her to the sadfrom Paducah soliciting funds for tainment.
Dr Fisher and • his W;fe,- Dr. gpent the week-end in Paris as dle.
"Christian • Welfare". They were
Sometimes when she wa.
We point•with a natural pride to the aecomplishMents of
The Cpllege
News. since it has been our pleasure to print It for the
dressed in modest uniforms. I Kathryn Who is also a national the guests of Mr. and Mrs. K. B. rather small (and he was larg,
last ten years.
°sheen
arid
life
family.
guard.
Wednesday.
left
taking
also conversed with Fort Knox.
enough to do soi he put one hand
Aside from the quite obvious busenees privilege we enjoyed
from Ky.,. soldier boys in• army um- a car load of counselors acid sen- _ Mrs. Noah Hill and granddaugh- under each Of her arms and lifted
printing The College .News, we -jom with -the ptiblication's
ter Joyce Mae Hill, of Mayfield, her
thousands of ferMs. Eight of them were in a iors front Murray and Hazsl fir are in
into the saddle. -I 'suspect
Nashville this week as the
readers in. a feeling of dismay that we must miss a few
the Chickasaw Amite- Training
that Ole Eagle could tell ttou just r
issues of what G'Overnment truck.
guests of Miss LaVern Hill,
Camp near Jackson. Tenn.
we consider the best college newspaper in the 'world.
Many many thousands of people
.
Mrs. Elvira Osbron is confiend
Bro. and Mts. J. E. Underwood
Its editorials are always well-v:-raten and deeply worthy,
Its news from Oklahoma City to New York and family
Jackeon. Tenn., to her bed suffering fromm injuries
of
aeries are examples of the best of journalistic instruction.
We who state. I estimated ten thousand spent the Fourth in Hard l as the sustained from a fall a few days
have been students at Murray Stale College look forward
every Vivo autos and trucks were on the 10- guests of W. D. Kelly and family. 480.
weeks to the coming of The College News as we would welcome a
Mr. and Mrs.. Tom e-Herons of
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. Ellis and
close acre parking space. Sheriff, pafriend It brings the campus back to us. not.as an abstract idea
children of Piewidence. Ky.. have Trezevante Tenn., spent last week
but as a trolmen kept good order.
reality, and keeps the, spirit of our Alma Maier alive in us.
Greed Freemen, long body, short. been in Hazel several days as the in Hazel as the guests of their
guests of relatives and friends.
son T. S. Hereon and Mrs. Herron.
Every student who has ever attended Murray State College
knows uck leg about a foot short of 13
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Lassiter had as
Frank • Melton. of Hodgensville,
and admires Prof. L. J. Hortin. the-guiding genius who has
inches.
and
ole
grand
daddy
long
made
spent the. Fourth in Hazel their guests on the Fourth Mr.
College News what it is. Every student who has ever taken journalismThe legs "Ole Eagle" constituted the Ky
at
visiting
and
Mrs. Jesse Lassiter and daughhis wife and children who
Murrayeand these are few who get through college without at least
are here with her parents Mr. and ter Evelyn, Mr. and Mrs. Will Garone rediculous contrast of the day.
course in it. feels The College News is his paper—because those journalThe loud speaker .at the micro- Mrs. Jake Mayer.
rett of Nashville, Mr. and Mrs.
istic classrooms are laboratories in which the students themselves
Mrs. -Wm. Hull and tastily of Herman Lassiter are e
Hughes.
write phone said that Dick
the nevos the editorials, and sell the advertisements which
go into the chief of Mayfield police, shot a dog Paris spent Thursdey in the home Knight, Ky.. Mrs. !finished paper.
children' of Concino
in the west end last Monday and of Me and Mrs. H. I. Neely.
ei:
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Brown of Mrs. Roy Lassiter and children of
So we who are College News alumni and we others who
in both
have the next day, shot two
ses.
Hazel.
Mayfield
spent
a
few
days • last
enjoyed The College News as we have enjoyed no other .college
paper. "ericle"?
Bro. K. G. Dunn filled his apweek with the Wilson
feel a distinct disappointment, an emptiness and lees so to speak,
which . Mr. and Mrs. Otis Davis of BenMr. and Mrs. Charlie Caldwell pointment at the Hazel Methodist
will be overcome only when our newspaper resumes publication
ton visited Leo McKinney and of Jackson.
again.
church
Sunday evening at 7:45
'Tenn_
were
.
.
family Friday night. Otis helped Wednesday night visitingin Haiel o'clock.
in the
build highway No 121 by here . in homes of Mn, and Mrs. Guy CaldMr. and Mrs.' Ernest Proeine of
1937. Also Buford Yarbrough.. out well and Mrs. Grace C. Wilson Laughton. Okla_ spent one day
last week in the -home of Mr. and
Providence way. butted down and and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Margin C. Salmon Mrs. Finis Weatherford..
routed large trees and stumps up
Mr. an Mrs. 0. T. Weatherford
with his mighty road machine in and children of Detroit, Mich.,
spent
the week-end in Hazel as spent Sunday in Puryear as the
front • of atteoiethi Goshen schoolhouse of 'which I was an excited the guests of Mrs.. Salmon's par- guests of relatives.
ents. Mr 'and Mrs. Curd nn east • Paul Daily and Oscar Turnbow
spectator.
Sax, did
you ever. Ha
spent Tuesday in St. Louis and attreat 'Squire Ed play the violin
NO. Pearl
White Pitt aid tended a big league balk game.
left:handed .and a son Chester nephew Max White of Paris, are
Mrs. Frank Melton and'children,
right-handed fiddler? Yes. I saw in Hazel this week visiting re-la- who have been, in Hazel with her
Charley Henry in town Saturday, twee and friends:
parents for sometime, returned to
who also can make the fiddle be -Ray Warren of Camden, Tenn.. her home .in 1,iudgensvelle a few_
claa%
quiver in smooth dexterity and was in., Mize! Friday.
Mrs. A. -W. Rhoadt and daughMr. and Mrs. Loren Givens and
"Cate., Eagle"' thinks I?, he can
play. -How in the' world can the ter. Esthen* Mrs. C. C. - Lassiter and Mt-. and Mrs. Elmer Givens of Sts
Mrs.
Louis
Gussie
spent the Fourth with, their
Dodds
of'
Sedalia,
-Ky.,
old folksestelfr'were guests in the home of Mr. parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
The revival meetings are on and Mrs. Muncie
Cole of near Crossland.
Steely
this week at West Fork Church. and Mrs. L. F.• Vaughn,and Mr.
Charles- Cole and Mrs. Estelle"
Friday
J. W. Nelsen of Tennessee will be afternoon.
Nance and children of St. Louis
the evangelist with Pastor WinMr. and Mrs. Clete Wilson of and
Don - Caldwell spent
the
chester as announcer.
Paris spent Thursdae Ln Hazel Fourth in and around Hazel as the
Garvin Curd will preach ' - at with their pargriti, •An.. and Mrs. guests or relatives and friends.
, 1,;tri
Alion_ivr_ --Mr.- and Mrs. F. Vaughn were in
tUnion Grove Sunday at 10:45 a. m. .A
and
Murray Wednesday on businges.
ant_Luthr-r. Pogae—at-Melber„;.fri
Detroit. Mich., arrived in Hazel
-------: Craves county. at - 10:45 ae
. in. We. Friday -40-- .visit eitia—mothemo
tterr
-.pray that much good will be ac- Alton
and other members of' his
. complished during revivals. See family...
Acts 8:12.
Cyril Nix and niece', Rose Ma, y
.Wheat crop Out Stella way will Wright. of Detroit, are in Hazel
average 20-odd bushels to the acre this week to Visit relatives and
St: Louis has its municipal
which beats nuthin' out of sight! friends.
Mies Annie Townley'et Buchan- opera; Louisville has is Iriquois
Mr. and Mrs. Payten Richerson
Amphitheatre. and now ,urray
M
and Misses Jimmie and Ferne are an. Tenn., was in Hazels- Saturday will have
an open-air theatre!
going to build a dwellingehouse on shopping.
In
an
effort
-to
give
Murray
paping
lauc
Valentine of near
the „land that Rubies mother. Mrs.
Prom every standpoint, controns a taste. of the eheatre-undertires and car repair expense.
l'im Cochran. deeded her last week. Paris was in Hazel Saturday t,, the-etars
atmesphere. Miss Helen
Visit her sister Mrs. Otho White
crete is the ideal paving maVie land is located on Highway and family.
'Thornton has made all necessary
terial. It Saves taxpayers Concrete pavements give a
121 in slight of - Stella. Also Mr.
Mrs. Zera Cochran of Paducah. arrangements, for presenting the
and Mrs. Freeman Jones will build spent the week-end as the guest. neat Seek rid Buskin plaveePromoney by reducing original clean,spick and span appearon the old Goshen. school 'ground of her sister Mrs. John Mem
,and fester How Could You?" in the
and upkeep costs
ance to the community. Conis safe
college . staudium Friday. July 19,
.
on land 'bought ot - George Cathey
in any weather, drains crete's pleasing gray color
asnae.
d.
M rs. Joyce Stone and at 8:14.
425- acre... A lot of-- old eettlere hirbirM'
reflects
family
of
light,
Louisville were in Hazel
quickly and increases
The customary
makes it easier
seem. ti be efrard to sell out and
beautiful sets
e
.inov. out. - "Blest be the tie that recently to visit the lateses nh.fl C. and lighting effects that Sods
• improves property to see—reduces accidents, in
'er. Mrs. Maud Orr, and ,the r
Buskin
has
heconee
. famous .
;birds
"
atives
values—lasts the longest: every kind of weather.
will
in
and
grace
this conirey
around Hane.
v;h:
Did sam ever try putting -1-M
lw
promises te metre everybody (e—
-.Mrs.. Ross Arne.. and deuehe
Your driving costs are rewhite flags a yard square in hen Meridian, . Mee.,
Insist on concrete for safety,
get Whatever theyee- trying. to
and Mis.,
yard on 10 ft flag,totes. to keep. Acree of St. Louis. spent Thin-A.,- think about, Miss Thornton said.
duced by saving on gas, Comfort
and money-saving:
the hawks and crows away? Gee- Its the, guests of .Mr. and Mrs 15
'
whiz. laws-amassy me! Gone with N.hite.e
..
• •
Me. and —Spa Dewey
the Wind!
•
f; 1') Merchants tiarrleselldg., Indianapolis. Inds,_
Detroit. Mich.., are in' Hazel-Jer• N,,w- I !;sit-e ,my "case" 'to the
IS THE SEAL
ignet enc,• ,,f.the - court • and, I'll be- e few days' visit with relatives. •
101N•COST
Mrs.
D. N. White and_ father Mr
.-hanged a I'll be - hanged! •
A Area:mei orgentiotion to in;rer• and aeload the OM Of
'F. 'Denham, and _Mr—And_,Ildrs.—C.
MEWS?
Concrete *rough ics•sere reamet z-nd •nypneer
-"Ole Feigle"
W. --Derlbant:Ilt. and
J. W.
...
Denhem,attended Ha" ;mend ser
S
enee:a.: e•-,e 4 nom e'oe
lieRk toe them .e.eistiess
Mr Ter+ , eVerVhodv
West- Maple Street
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"... And Never the Twain Shall Meet"

how ii Was done. But b s1dom
gives us any ancient history. Maybe he is nut old enough to remember any ancient history!
Times have changed in Kentucky
as well as elsewhere. Then we had
eggnog and firecrackers at Christmas, and prenics on Fourth of July.
Now we have drunken drivers and
killings any old time. Then we had
much electioneering around the
Fourth of July because our elections came the first Monday in
August. New we listen to radio
speeches of candidates and look
at their pictures on telephone
posts. Pt's, lanes have changed.
Sonic of us oldsters feel like they
have nut improved as much as
they might have done. But if not
whose Wilt is it? Maybe mine,
maybe ibus. Let's do our
to
make the world better the little
lime remaining for us on this
mundane sphere. .

,it

Sunny Tennessee
, News

ready to be canned.
Susie Oliver and Noma Housden,
as well as several other women,
have made kraut and canned beets
and cucumbers.
Ivie Bishop is much Unproved
after receiving treatment at the'
hospital.
A number of folks irom this
section . celebrated the Fourth at
Pine Bluff.
Mr. and Mrs. Ferman Racy of
Detroit ire visiting relatives in
Henry and Calloway Counties,
Oscar Trevathan of the Locust
Grove community was in Manly
Saturday afternoon.
Wilford Hart amid Coln. Crouse
were callers of the Bishop and
Simmons families Sunday.
Mrs. Maggie Burton and son
Jim visited Mr. and Mrs. Lawton
Burton and Leland Burton over
the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Oliver,
Rubie Fay and Gloria Ann visited
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Perry and Mrs.
Nellte Oliver Sunday afternoon.
Mrs Mora Wilson was the guest
of her sister Mrs. Tom Perry and
Mr. Perry over the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Warlict Hutson
and children visited Henry Hutson
and family over the week-end.
—Sweet Pea

It is now July and yet the nights
and mornings are cool but I guess
it surely won't be long until we
will be using fans. The writer has
been absent for some time but
here arc a few news items for
this week.
Crops in this neighborhood are
How much better does a decent
fine. There is quite a bit of work dead man feel than a living into be done nottr. Beans arenow decent one?

HAZEL NEWS

4-

or

The College News Takes a Vacation

Stella Gossip

WALLPAPER
SALE!
...33INDISCOUNT
Beginning

TUESDAY, JULY 16TH
We are offering our entire
at a tremendous saving.
seleCt from.

stock of 1940

wallpaper

Over 150 patterns to

Come in and make your selection as

this offer is for

a limited time only.

FLOOR ENAMEL $2.50 per gal.
• •

MURRAY PAINT &
WALLPAPER COMPANY

.1 )

Murray, Kentucky
Murray's Only Exclusive Paint and Wallpaper store

FOR ABETTER CAR
TA LOWE PRICE

Murray to Get Open
Air Theatre Soon

Your city is judged by its streets'
CONCRETE rates 100%

w
FIRSTIN
DEMAND
4274reifrFIRST
111 VALUE

Eit

970,000

CH
built toEVROLETS
date!
ritrir-strryr

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION

CONCRETE

Not. Everybody in
Callotvay county subscribes tc, the Ledger
tit Times but nearly
reads !

•of

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
Phone 97

Murray, Kentucky
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p and

Joe Baker. Martha Jean an Joe
PHONIC 347, PLEASZ1 Graves Baker, Jimmie Dixon of
Louisville, Mr. and Mrs. John
Newton Stitt and son. Billie of
Ruleville, Miss., Mr. and Mrs.
Miesday, July .15
Dewey
Jones and Gouge
Ed
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie GroThe Monday
afternoon bridge
gan, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Mart. Mr. club will meet with Mrs James
H.
and Mrs. F. B. Outland._ Mr. and Richmond.
Mrs. Frank Holcomb and their
guest, Miss Porter of Paris.
Tuesday. July 14

HARRY L SLZDD, &lbw

%)

d son
awton
over

Social Calendar

pasrtiAll,

ale and Mrs. Commodore
Orr. Mr. and MI, Jewel Paschall,
Bee, and aDs. liobeet Miller, Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmie Orr, Mr. and
Mrs. Pete Hill, Mr. and, Mrs. Albert Gallimore, Mrs. Fronia Paschall, Mr. Luther Orr, Mr. and
Obie Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
A. C. Orr, Mrs. Onie Humphries
s. Reed Wilson of Detroit, Listline Orr, Orene Paschall, Pearl
Humphries, Orene Orr, Dorothy
Orr. Mary Francis Morrow, Evan
Paschall. Wilkie Orr, Wanda Paschall, Noble Lee Orr, J. W. Orr,
Buster Paschall, Tom Morrow,
Will Edd Orr, Dewey Beale Orr,
Polk Morrow. Henry James Orr,
Hal Miller, Delpha Paechall, Ruby
On. Nellie Jo Hill, Emmer Orr,
Marn--Evelyn Orr, Janice Miller,
Barbara Jean Orr,
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Illbsionary Society Meets
Tuesday Afternoon

Cedar Knob News

Mrs. Charles Williamson
was
hostess Tuesday afternoon to the
Missionary Society of the First
Christian Church.
Mrs. Ira E. Morgan was program chairman the topic of which
was The Bible."
Mrs. Morgan
and Mrs. R. le Wade conducted
the devotional exercises. A paper
entitled "One Minute" was presented by Mrs. 0. B. Bpone, and
Mrs. J. H. Coleman gave a paper
on "The Brotherhood Church."
Delifehtfule refreshments
were
served during the social hour to
the twenty-one members pr

near Toddville in the afternoon
The big meeting will begin at
Macedonia the third Sunday in
July.
Bro. Outland will preach at
Macedonia church Sunday night,
July 14. Hope every one will be
able to come out and hear him.
It is Monday morning and its
almost the hour for the schoolhouse door ..to open for the new
term. The school will open walk
a new teacher as Miss biagnIkr
Clendenon can't be with us this
year. She will be greatly missed
by all. I must close and be ea
to hear the opening of the school.
With best wishes to allKentucky Belle

Mr. and Mrs. Cleve lax and
children Susan. Velma, Betty Jo,
and John. Mrs. lend
Simmons,
Clifton, Aubie and Maezell Mitchell, Brent Williams and Hatten
Lewis spent the fourth of July
in Mayfield.
The circles of the Alice Waters
Joe Anderson of Detroit arrived
Copy for this page should be submitted not later
Mr. Boren Is Complimented
Missionary Society will meet at
than 'Tuesday
here Wednesday morning to spend
On Birthday
three o'clock as follows:
afternoon each week.
a few days with friends around
Circle number 1 with Mrs. C. A.
Oliver L. Boren of Paducah was
Macedonia.
,
honor guest on Sunday evening
Quite a number of persons of
Mr. And Mrs. Rogers Announce
Circle number 2 at the home of
o'clock it has been announced. A 1 when Mr. and Mrs. Ira E. Morgan
Daughter's Wedding
near Macedonia spent the Fourth
members are urged to attend.
and E. B. Morgan were hosts at Mrs. Solon Higgins.
at Pine Bluff.
a surprise party on the occasion
Ctrcle reirtiber 3 at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Nuvis Rogers of
of his birthday.
Miss Alice Waters.
Mr. and Mrs. Mathis Mitchell
Murray Route 1, announce the Basel Andrus
To Wed
and grandchildren, and Miss Eran
wedding of their daughter Violet
A delectable picnic supper was
Max Beale
Mrs.
Waiter
Wednesda
Hutelierui
y,
Jody
Is
111
spread
to W. D. Kelly, son of C. W. KelWilliams, of Providence, spent the
on the lawn, and informal
Honored Wilk Shower
ly, Lynn (hove, which took place
Mrs. Vernon Stub .L4
.
Fourth with Mr. and Mrs. Ehrius
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Andrus are entertainment was enjoyed durFriday morning, June 14, at Ben- announcing the cetegagemente of ing the evening.
will be hostess to the WedmesdaY AAUW Meets To Discuss Plans
Mitchell
and children, and Miss Pat
On Thursday afternoon, June 13,
For Refugees
ton. ,
their daughter, Hazel, to Max
Those present were Mr. and afternoon
Weatherspoon of Macedonia.
bridge
club at 2:30
Mrs.
Hafford
Parker
entertain
ed
Beale,
at
of Louisville, sun of Mr. Mrs. Oliver L. Boren, Mr. and o'clock.
Mrs. Kelly has just completed
The Murray Branch of the Amer- her home with
Mrs. Johnnie Simmons and son
a ntiscellaneous
her sophomore year atjirksey and 'Mrs. Pat Beale. of Alms), Ky. Mrs. Percy Clement, Mr. and Mrs,
ican
Association
of
University shower in honor of
E. H., Mrs. Monnie Mitchell and
The wedding will take place Gus Hank, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Levi
Mrs.
High School.
Walter
Women
inet Monday evening to
6 August third at Murray with
Bouquets of summer brother Hatten Lewis, were in
the Chilton, all of Paducah, Mr. and
discuss plans for helping British Hutchens.
Mr. Kelly is attending school at
The Scott's Grove revival meetMr. Paid Fatten Honored Wilk
flowers were nsed throughout the Hazel and Murray 'Tuesdey.
and
the University at Lexington where Rev. C. C. Clements, pastor of the Mrs. Otto Cann, Mr. and Mrs.
French
refugee
children
ing will begin Wednesday night,
who
Birthday
Dinner
Cumberland Presbyterian church, Thomas
Morgan
reoltg."
and
cedldren,
AJohnnie
pink
Simmons,
and
Hatten
are brought to this country for
white carriage
he plans to finish in August.
Lewis. July 17, at 7:45. The preaching
reading the ceremony.
Charles WilliaBlesand Jszesile it
Mr. Paul Futrell was compli- safety.
Mrs. F. P. Inglis, the filled with, dainty and useful gifts D. B. Grubbs, Pete Wisehart and is to be done by Eldt
Benton, Mr. add Mrs. Ira E. Mor- mented
C. D. Stevwas
chanman,
drawn
son
Bernice,
presided.
into
with
and
Bill
the
a
dinner
Simmons
living
Sunday
room
in
by
ens of Hazard, Ky. Stevens is no
gan and E. B. Morgan.
Mr. And Mre, Holland Roberts
hierir of his birthday, at his home
were in Murray Monday.
Letters from the national head- little Miss Dortha Jeane Parker.
Theatre Party Is Detighttal
stranger in this county, having
Entertain
near Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. George Green are
quateers of the AAUW have been
After the gifts were opened and
Occasion
•
been in Murray often during the
the parents of a son, born MonMany nice and useful gifts were sent to all branches in the United admired games and contests
Mattie Belle Reyes Circle
Mr. and Mrs. Holland Ro'berts
life of H. B. Taylor. He is a great
Were
Misses Jane Haselden, Carolyn
Stetes asking that they lend their enjoyed by the •
presented the honoree.
Metes Monday Evening
day evening, July 1.
entertained in their lovely new Wingo
guests.
mountain preacher having been
Prizes
and Rosemary Codell were
cooperation in finding homes and
Miss Mary Lucille and E. H.
home on the East side 1Sunday, hostesses
A delicious
pastor of the Hazard Baptist church
Mrs. Gingles Wallie opened her the lawn at dinner was spread on in financial support for the chil- Were won by Mrs. Finis Outland
Friday afternoon at a
July 7. The spacious living room cleverly
Simmons
the
were
noon
callers
and
hour.
of
,Mrs.
Mr.,
'and
Otho Farris. At the conplanned theatre party at home Monday evening for the
for many years. He was also presdren
These children are largely
The guest list
was decorated with garden flower the Varsity
regular meeting of the Mattie Mrs. Leo Labia included Mr. and thtee of British and French Uni- clusion of the games, an ice course Mrs. George Green and "Uncle ident of the Hazard Bible Institute
Theatre.
bouquets artistically arranged in
and son, Gerald,
Bud"
Todd
Tuesday
was
afternoon
served
.
Belle
Hayes
by
Circle
and
was as- Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Futrell
Miss Helen Sykes,
On arrival the guests were inuntil its close .one year ago.
pastel shades predominated
and versity women.
Mrs. Kittic Simmons canned a
Mrs. Emma Henry and the host.
vited into the lobby which had sisted in entertaining by Mrs.eRoy son, Jimmie, and Trearnon West
throughout the. rooms.
The local AAUW voted to conThe public is cordially invited to
large quantity of fine cucumbers
Farmer.
been
decorated
with
of
tall
Detroit;
Included
vases
Mr.
of
delectabl
and Mrs. Elmo tribute financiall.
in the hospitality were
4, A
e dinner course was
y, with volunattend
these
services.
Scott's
Wednesday afternoon.
The refreshment table
The business session was pre- Wa11is,_iind family, Jean, Ann, tary
served. The afternoon was spent gladioli.
Mrs.
Claude
subscriptions, and
Anderson, Mrs. Jake
several
Miss Pernie Mae Simmons, of Grove is located two miles from
in playing games. The guests upon was draped with a lace cloth and sided over by Mrs. Rue Beale and Elmo. and Ruth Ellen. and James have indicated their willingness to Dunn, Mrs. Afton Lents,
Mrs. Odle
with Miss Jane Melugin was program Robert Horneback, of Cairo,
their departure expressed them- the punch bowl banked
Wednesday the City limit on the Benton
take a child.
McDaniel, Mrs. Rupert Parks, Mrs. Hazel. spent from
road.
selves as having had a most en- sweet peas formed the centerpiece. leader, the subject of which was
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Brewer, Miss
Hiram Tucker, Mrs. Carrot Farm- evening until Friday morning as
Those
intersted
in
helping
Platters
in
of
dainty
cookies and "Our Human Heritage In Ameri- Linnie
joyable time.
the guest of her parents Mr. and
Services will be held twice daily
Brewer, Mr. and Mrs. Mill- any way may call Miss Lillian er. Mrs. Glyco Wells, Mrs.
mints in .pastel shades completed ca."'
Finis
Those
taking
part in the erd Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Hollowell, telephone
Guests were as follows:
288, chair- Outland, Mrs. Bunnie Farris, Mrs. Mrs. Johnnie Simmons and Lucille at 2:30 and 7:45 p. m. o'clock.
the appointments.
discussio
n
were
Mrs.
Garnett
D. W. Billington is pastor of the
Brewer, Mr. and Mrs.
and E. H.
Mr.. and Mrs.' Herman Futrell.
man of the tonal committee, for Cecil Walker, Mrs.
Following the social hour the Jones, Miss Frances Sexton and Duke and daughter, BettyeThos, J. informati
Josie Hill, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardin Morris. Mr.
Dr. Ora Masan of Murray was Scott's Grove Church.
Jo, Mr.
on.
Otho Farris, Mrs. Lucy Boatwright,
The and Mrs. Leonard West and son,
and Mrs. Wyvan Morris. Miss Mar- guests were entertained with the Miss Kathleen Patterson.
called.
Thursday
night
to see Mrs.
Mrs. Rex Diuguid. Mrs. Freeman
movie. "The
Doctor book of Thessalonians was used Calvin, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Cope,
tha Evelyn Morris, Master Glen delightful
as the Bible study. The meet- Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Fitts, Miss Sadie Nell Farris, Miss George Green of Macedonia who is
Reberts, Graves Morris, and the Takes a Wife."
Cope, Mrs. Lynn
very
ill
fit
this
time.
ing
closed
with
Grove
About
seventy-f
the
singing
P-TA
ive friends of
of PTed Riley, Mr. and Mrs. Bryon
Gives
Helen Sykes, Mrs. Emma Henry
liustesses.
Mrs. Louisa Mitchell was the
the hostesses were pcluded in the "America. the Beautiful."
Summary Of Activities
West and family, Willie B. Harry
and the host.
guest of Mrs. Mary Wisehart Sathospitality.
A social hour followed during C., James L.. Johnnie and Fred,
Below
is
Those
a
summary
sending
urday
of
afternoon.
the
gifts
acwere Mrs.
Circle Three To Meet
which the hostesses served a party Miss Jean Watson, Vernon Morris,
"Uncle Bud" Todd and Hatten
Tuesday
plate to the sixteen members Miss Treva Nell Morris. Miss Mable tivities of the Lynn Grove Parent- R. L. Mott, Miss Hal Long. Miss
Teachers
Mrs. Mercer Entertains Club
Associati
on, as submitted Gela Hamrick, Mrs. Mary Kathe- Lewis- were in Murray Saturday Our services include
present.
West, Mrs. Gilbert West. Miss RobMrs. Charles Mercer was hostess
The Circle Three will meet at
rine Orr, Mrs. Gray Dunn, Mrs. neerning.
bie Sue Riley, and Miss Betty by Mrs. Bun Swann:
the use of an exclusive
The
associatio
the home of Miss Alice Waters.
n
has
a membership George Dunn Sr.,
Lou
Riley
of Mayfield.
Miss Mary Lucille Simmons was ambulanc
Mrs. Milburn
of 60 members, 46 women and 14
Tuesday afternoon, July 16, at 9 last Wednesday afternoon to the Goshen Society Of Christian
e, never used
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Evans,
Luther
Parker,
Mrs.
a
Mr.
John W. Dunn, Mrs.
shopper. at the Toddville store
Stitch and Chatter Club at her
Service Meets Tuesday
and Mrs. Finis Futrell, Miss Lena men.
in connection with funW. H. Dunn, Mrs. George Dunn. Saturday afternoon.
home on Main Street.
The year's program was cen- Jr.,
Mae Boyd, Mr. Lewis Sues/. Mr.
Mrs. Pauline McCoy, Mrs.
"Aunt Fannie" Wisehart is very erals, and is subject to
The Goshen Society of Christian Elmo
An informal afternoon of needleBoyd, Lloyd Elbert Boyd. tered around the topic of "Health Edmonia
McCuiston. Mrs. Loye feeble at this writing.
work and conversation was en- Service met Tuesday afternoon, Mr. and Mrs. Preston
your call at any time,
of Our Children",
Boyd.
Miss
White, Mrs. Hill Gardner, Mrs,
joyed, following which the hostess July 9. at the church. Mrs. H. L. Liza Spann, Miss Martha
We- were very sorry indeed to
Spann,
The
day
or night, at very
Lynn
Grove
School
Lax
has
was
in
charge
in
of
served a dainty party plate.
the pro- Mrs: Eula Ward, Mr.
Mildred Ragsdale,- Mrs. Roselle hear of the 'death, of one of our
and Mrs. enrollment of 326 students.
gram. The topic for' discussion Clay
Only members were present.
Outland, Mrs. Helen Nance, Mrs. old neighbors at Macedonia and. reasonable prices, and
Brewer.,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Math
The
group
bought
a
merry-go- ,Hardin
was "Our Human Heritage". DifRye. Mrs.
Selina Out- who lived near us about a year always in the hands of
Raymond round for the school campus.
ferent phases of the subject dis- Pool, Mr. and Mrs.
- land, Mrs.
Starks
Pearl Wicker, Mrs. Paul- ago, Mrs. Buddy Hogue, who died courteous and expericussed included Tolerance, Integ- Ray. and family. Berline. Charles.
Group Enjoys Outing At
The
following
list
includes
a ine Outland, Mrs. Vae Hale,
Gene, and.Jerry, J. W. Bowrity and Racial Background.
Mrs. Wednesday Morning. July 3. Mrs. enced drivers. We obey
. White Oak Island
part of-the activities in which the
The society voted to make Julia man, Mr. M .T. Spann. Mr. and local unit participated: Community Vernon Moody. Mrs. Faye Roberts, Hogue was a good- neighbor and
Mrs.
Henry
Oglesby
and
all the laws of the state
family,
Mrs.
Lela Roberts. Mrs. Connie friend to every one that knew
A congeniel group enjoyed an Beach. litle daughter of Mrs. NetHalloween party, Beauty Contest
her.
Sybil, Nell, and Junior..
outing on their houseboat to White tie Beach. e baby life-member.
Wilson, Miss Harriett Robbins, She will be sadly missed
board in the operation
"for
men
only",
party
for
Preby
all.
James
Merrell Lockhart, J. D.
Accurately and Carefully Oak Island on Sunday,'where a Benediction was given by Mrs.
Mrs. Rupayne Morton,
Mrs. .Hogue was interred Friday of our ambulance.
Starks. Torn Thurman, Mr. and School children. Christmas party;
fish fry was a feature of the day's S. C. Evans.
Compounded of Purest
observed
National
afternoon
Health
Mrs. Irve Brewer, Mrs. Rollie
Day Febby the side of her husMrs. G. M. Radford, Mr. and Mrs.
enteitainment.
Drugs
Tom Turnbow and fernily. Max ruary 1: Dr. Outland and Miss Vir- Kelley, Mrs. Clyde George, Mrs. band in the Furguson Graveyard. '
Thoseyesent were Mr. and Mrs.
and Robbye Nell. Billy Craig, Miss ginia Irvan lectured to the high Wilma Outland, Mrs. Maidie Cook,
Well folks, Kentucky Bell atMiss Margarete Nell Cole
Sincerely,
Vada Mae Riley, Mr. and Mrs. school students on sanitation and Mrs. Vele Thompson, Mrs. Treva tended church services 4 MaceEntertains Christian Endeavors
syphilis, which resulted in 67 per- Kendall.
Glyco Wells and sons. Gene and sons
donia Sunday morning Vnd I'll
taking the Wasserman test;
Fred,
Miss
Annette Ward. Mr. and all grade children
tell you every body looked bigNorth Pleasant Grove Christian
had eyes tested
H. Churchill
J. H
Endeavor Society met with Miss Mrs. Johnnie Riley, Mr. and Mrs. and some had eye defects
eyed at me for they were greatly
cor- Miss
Margarete Nell Cole. last Saturday Tharp Futrell, Mr. and Mrs. Paul rected: 4s. children had
Foeshee
surprised
Is
Party
to see me for it was
Hostess
Funeral
Home
physical
WHILE working and savFutrell
and
daughter.
Alice Hope. eeramination and care;
evening, at the home of her aunt,
the first time I have been able to
33 had denMiss Marjorie Fooshee was host- attend church
Miss Willie Jetton of near Penny. and Miss Mary Oglesby of Padu- tal care; clothing given
Telephon
ing to add to your store
e 7
and
in
lunover
three
years.
The evening was spent in playing cah.
ches furnished to indigent chil- ess yesterday afternoon at a thea- I also attended the baseball
game
games, roasting weiners and toastof worldly goods, protect
Murray. Ky.
dren, sewed for Red Cross; Found- tre party on the occasion of her
ing marshmallows on the lawn of
ers Day observed: several student; sixteenth birthday. After seeing
what you have.
Whitson-White Marriage
the Jetton home.
were given typhoid and small pox the show at the Varsity, delightful
Sohnenized July 2
Those present were Miss Milvaccination; delegates attended fall refreshments were enjoyed at
The
dred Eliiott, Mrs. Evelyn lamb
and spring conference; hosts to Hut.
The wedding of Miss Grace joint County
Jones, Miss Lala Cain.. Miss Nora
P-TA: served lunch
Those
present
were Misses LouMae Coleman, Miss Doris. Roxie, Whitson and Johnny Long was to County Interschol
Sue, and Joe Workman. Miss Mary quitely solemnized :in the study reports nod fees sent astic Meet; ise Putnam, Marion Sharborough,
Pace, Miss Vanetta Sutherland, of the Rev. C. L. Francis, Murray held reinter monthlyin on time; Martha Bell Hood, Imogene Bailey,
meetings;
Miss lIdalvena Harirs, Miss Evelyn Church of Christor
pastor, on July 4...clinics for summer round-up Charlotte Wear, Martha Lou Guier,
Dell Cain, Misses Margarete and 2 nit
were
held
by
Dr.
Outland
five
o'clock.
and Josephine Broach, Sue Lassiter and
They
were acVivian Lamb, Misses Jo Eva and
Miss Irvan; office', elected and Marjorie Fooshee,
GUARANTEED:
Lue Nell Byers and Miss Margarete companied by Miss Virginia Grant committees
appointed
for
the
Nell Cole: Ivan Lamb, Jack Nors- and Mrs. Finis Vancil.
school
year
1940-41.
$10
machine
less permanents,
The bride wore a gown of white
worthy, James Elliott. Clayton
Mrs. Wear Entertains Arts
Workman, Alton and Jack Cain, silk crepe with red accessories.
nationally advertised, a s
And Crafts Club
Glenn M. Sutherland, L. D. Pace. Her shoulder corsage was of white
• The only dependable safeguard from'financial
long as supplies last
Nelsois and Tom Williams, Billy and red sweet peas. She is the Mrs. Miller Is Hostess To Club,
$5
loss is sound insurance. Just what coverages
Mrs. Annie Wear was hostess
Byers and Gene Cole.
daughter of Joe Whitson, of FulMrs. John Miller was hostess yesterday afternoon to the
$5 Permanent $3
Arts
ton. Ky., and a former' student of Tuesday alternoun to members of
are needed. and how they may be arrrnged in
-9
and Crafts Club at the home of
Murray State College.
her bridge club and the following Mrs.
an economical program is something we would
L.
Mesdames Therrell And Lennox
M.
Overby.
$3.50
Permanent $2.00
A
profusion
The bridegroom is the son of Mr. guests: Mrs. E. I3. Howtort, Mrs.
Entertain Nieces
like to discuss with you. No obligation.
Hardin Long of Tiptonville, Tenn. Roy Stewart and Mrs. Woodfin of cut flowers was used throughout the rooms.
Mrs. F. B. Therrell and Mrs. L. They will be at home on Mr. Long's Hutson..
These Prices Will be Good Throughout July
A short business session was
•
W. Lennox gave a party in honor farm near Tiptonville.
Mrs. Hal Houston received the
club prize for high score and conducted by the chairman, and an
of their nieces Miss Jeanne TherMiss Dorothy Moore of Paris and Myrtle Gardner
rell, Atlanta, and Miss Shirley
Mrs. E. B. Howton the guest prize. informal afternoon was enjoyed
Austin, Louisville, Friday after- Noble Lee Orr Honored
Delightful
refreshments
were with needlework and conversation.
Reeves
of Murray, new operators at the Mai-Donne
noon at the home of Mrs. Lennox
With Surprise Birthday Dinner served at the conclusion of the
The hostess served an ice course
game.
on West Poplar Street.
Beauty
Shop, invite their friends to call on them
to twenty members and the follow-'
Friends and relatives gathered
INSURANCE AGENTS
Games were played and ice
ing guests: Mrs. a J. Jennings,
cream and cookies were served to -at the nome of Mr. and Mrs.
for
their
beauty service.
Phone 331
Mrs.
J.
L.
Farley,
Gatlin Bldg.
Mrs. Ottis
Misses Jane Reeder, Jean Corn, Everet Orr. Sunday, July 7, and Club mudsWith Mrs. Walls
Churchill. Mrs. T. P. Cook. Mrs.
Mimi and Janet Keenan, Mary surprised their son, Noble' Lee.
Casualty
Fire
:
:
Bonding
Jacqueline Wear, Doris Valentine, with a dinner in honor of his
The Saturday afternoon bridge A. V. Havens, Miss Reubie Wear,
"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"
Beverly and Betty Roberts, Phyllis seventeenth birthday. At the noon club met last week with Mrs. Mrs. 0. T. Hale of Sarasota. Fla..
hour
a..bountif
ul dinner was spread Gingles Wallis at her home on and Mrs. L. M. Overby, Jr., of
Farmer, Ann Curry, Ann Lowry,.
Phone 270
Murray, Ky.
The table was decorated with Olive Street. Only members were Paducah.
and the honorees.
'sweet peas. Marigold, and dah- present. The-high score prize was
lias The honoree received several won by Mts. John Whitnell.
gifts.
The hostess served a dainty
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. ,party /elite at the conclusion of
Everett Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Jim the game,

Scott's Grove Revival
Will Begin July 17

Oliver,
visited
d Mrs.
-noon.,
guest
ry and
id.
Hutson
Hutson
nd.
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ng in-
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Prescriptions

per
to
as

.0 1 01

JULY
SPECIALS!',

Frazee & Melugin

MAI-DONNE BEAUTY SHOP

1

FARMER
HART'S

11
A smashing

price cut on all values! Visit

•

us

Never

•

One Group of Silks
$7.98 values at S4.98

IN OLD
KENTUCKY!

$1.00 values at 89c

HATS
$2.98 values at $1.98

of Calloway County

Wberever you go in Old Kentucky,the scenic and historical
wonders are practically endless! For instance, down in the,
southwest corner of this "best State of all'', there's the ancient

$1.98 values at 69c

Buried City at Wyckliffe, old ceremonial mounds, Reelfoot,
Lake, and lots of other fascinating sights1.7.1. Have
you
seen them all? If not, see them this year, even if it mean„,s
passing up Louisville and .The Brown.- Cet to know all
Kentucky,and you'll know why there's no otheriState like itt

One Group $1.98 HANDBAGS at 69c
•
And hundreds of other values proportionately low!
5.

TAXPAYERS

Cease

$6.98 values at $3.98

I Group of Wash Frocks
$2.98 values at $1.98

TICE!

Woriders,

and you will be delighted!

FARMER & HART DRESS SHOP

THE

BROWN .noTE14,

.L'oiadoille'tt,.L'aiictest and Iuted

East Sick. of Court Square

July 1 the Tax Commissioner's office has been open to receive tax lists for
1940. It will continue to be open daily from 8 a. m. until noon and
from 1 to
5 p. m.
Since

Property owners are urged to submit their lists as early as possible
in order
to avoid thts last minute rush.
The Tax Commissioner and his deputies will be pleased
to receive your lists
at an early date in order that they may be able to give you their best service.

DEWEY D. CRASS
Tax Commissioner of Calloway County

HAROLD E. 11All I ER. MANAGER
./••••-.

-
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a.. church service, which will begin
at 7:30.
The Young People's Society of
Christian Endeavor, led by President E. B. Morgan. will meet Sunday vvening at 6:30, in the young
people's parlor.
The Junior Christian. Endeavor
Society will meet in the children's
department. Supday evening at
6:30, led by Mrs. 0. B. Boone.
The Sunday School. led by
Superintendent R. L. Wade. will
meet Sunday morning at 9:30.
The Tea-Talk, for all young People will be held Wednesday night
at 7 o'clock. at the home 'of the
minister.

'

N

filling themselves fore
larger
vice in life. Recently a book
ppeared with this attractive title.
-*Careers
after Forty" and this
•
book would be an inspiiation to
any
adult
concerning his future.
METHODIST curacti NOTES
Patients admitted to the William
The young people continue their
Mason Memorial Hospital during
Farmers in Calloway County
, interesting. meetings in spite of the
Sunday, July 14. 1940
the past week are as follows:
will save about 15,580 a year as a
Miss
Rachel Rowland, home
The pastor will preach at the HOT weather and your children
result of legislation just enacted
Prof R. A. Johnston, Murray; demonitration agent for Calloway
might
find
joy
and culture in
morning
Congress
by
worship
affecting
Frederick
hour.
Whitnell,
Allen
Murray; County will continue to organize
10:50
interest rates
oclock, on "Property, a Sacred these meetings.
on Federal land bank and Land
Mrs. Errette Starks, Benton; Mrs. homemakers clubs throughout
The Sunday-school. under the
the
Trust". More and mere the world
Bank Commissioner loans.
Sue
Stanley,
Sedalia;
Mrs.
Lela county next week, she announced
is coming to look upon what we leadership of Mr. C. A. Hale, is
Roberts,
Murray;
Mrs.
ul
Pa
temporar
5
4
-The
Thus
y
all
far
those
rate
clubs organized
of 3
per
call our own as simply a trustee- seeking to help every one in MurHaughey, Nashville, Tenn.; Mrs. have gotten off to a
cent on first mortgage land bank
successful
ship, to be administered in the in- ray who is seeking a better life.
Carl Ray, Murray; Wes Cook, New start.
loans
will
be
continued
.for
two
It
affords
a fellowship and a train,
terest of society. Owners of propConcord; Mrs. J. D. Rowlett, Murending
years
June
30.
1942.'
ing
Durnot
found
in any other organShe plans to organize a club of
erty also are coming to feel that
ray: Miss Bessie Parrish, Paducah;
ing this period the interest rate
ladies of the
tlee
the administration of their prop- ization.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Backusburg
Prof.
Glenn Asheraft,
Murray; communit
on first
and second
mortgage
Come out and help with the
y,
Monday
erty must-- ttke into consideration
afternoon,
Maudie
McNutt,
colored.
Murray;
Bank
Land
Comm
iiisioner loans
The revival at the First Baptist
Sunday-school.
July
15,
at
o'clock
2
in
the common welfare.
the school
J. H. Singleton, Enterprise, Ala.:.
Our choir always gives us a church continues with unabated in- will be reduced from 4 to 3i4 per
building.
Officers
will
be
elected
At the evenmg hour, the subject
Mrs. Nolen Wyatt, Benton; Mrs.
good musical program. wheel you terest and ever increasing attend- cent. Land bank and Commisand the club explained.
of the sermon by the pastor will
Charley - Douglas, Martin. Tenn.;
will enjoy. Come and worship ance. The messages of the preaCh- sioner loans were originally writOther places
be "Adult
listed
Mrs.
in
Myrtle
Education
er, Rev. Dr. Gardner,
hie
Mason, Memphis,
in
ten at cordract rates averaging
the with us if you have no
church singer. Guy Holcomb, and of the
Church and in the World". Now
Tenn.: Claude Brown, Murray: itinary are South Howard
are received 'about 5 per cent
home in Murray.
Gunter's
heartily by the people.
Flat.
we know that the adult of 40 can
Tuesday
Mrs.
Ada
afterree,i,
Hubbard,
.
Murray.
present
At'
about 270 Calloway
J. Mack Jenkine, Pastor
Th.?- se messages are comforting. County farmers
July 16, at the home of Mrs. Leelearn is rapidly as the youth of
Patients dismissed during the
have land bank
convincin
g,
compellin
lie
Ellis;
g
and con20. and many adults ere continealand Wednesday afterpast week Included Will-both York.
verting-the people come to hear and Commissioner loans outstandFIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Murray; Sara Farley, Murray: Mrs. noon, July 17, at 2 o'clock at the
and leave with happy hearts to ing aggregating $372.300. The difhome
of
Mrs.
B. W. Edmonds, the '
Lele Roberts, Murray; G. V. Kim'
serve. The meeting will continue ference between the contract rate
through Sunday and until further and the temporary rate thus efbet. Palmersville, Tenn.; Ruth Ray Blakely club will be formed.
notice. The Sunday School and fects a substantial saving for
A. V. Havens,, Minister
Rowland. Murray. Frederick Al
Training Union meetings will be farmers.
len Whitnele Murray; Sue Stan"Forgive Us." will be the ser- held .as usual.
In
a
statement
ley,
from Washing- Wayne Morris.
Sedalia; Mrs. Carl Ray, Murmon subject of A. V. Havens, minM
The church extends a cordial in- ton. A. G. Black,
t Lindsay and William Garvin in Universal's ray; John
Governor of the
Beattie, Big Sandy,
• The punctual, satisfying reef ister of the First Christian Church, vitation to every one to be pres- Farm
"Double
Alibi."
Saturday
Credil
only
Tenn:
at
the
Maudie
Varsity
Administr
at
Theatre.
the
McNutt. colored,
ation, said
morning whip service, ent at each of the services.
'from constipation and its headm•hes,
'
that
the
Murray;
Mat Sunday. In announcing the
saving
Mrs.
to
Errette Starks. Benfarmers
Sam P. Martin. Pastor
'biliousness, bad breath, so often ex- sermon. Mr. Havens remarked
through the reduced interest rate
ton; Mrs. J. R. Nelson, Camden,
. "It
perienced by users of this laxate..
Wes ever meant that man should
will have the same effect as an
Tenn.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
is mainly due to its combination o_ Mive to bear his burdens with the
addition to the farmers' net indisci wcieht of a sense of guilt.
purely vegetable ingredients.
come.
Guaranteed
Lord's day: Bible Study at 9:45
His strength is wasted in this manMid-October Weather
-The ultimate purpose of the
a. m., worship at 10:45 a. m. and
BLACK - DRAUGHT'S prineipale ear. too many times. His
successes
"The art department of Murray
Puzzles Local Farmers
A total of 170 students were
ingredient has high medical remitiii into failures, because of this. 7:45 p. m. Young people meet at reduced interest rate on land bank
and Commissioner loans is to help College will hold a student art listed on the honor roll at Murray
offers to all mankind. re- 7 p. m.
nition as an "intestinal tonicCalloway County farmers were makes
Wednesday: Bible class for ladies farmers keep down their fixed exhibit at the end of the summer State College fur the past semeslaxative"; helps impart tone to :.11!:• (rem the galling sense of
gallon ready spray
This' sermon.," said Mr. at 3 p . m., prayer meeting
wondering today, just what would
charges • will thus be reflected in semester," 'Mrs. Mary Ed Mecoy ter, Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester,
lazy bowel muscles.
at
regHall,
Hee me "will eeek to present 7:45 p. m.
head
Murray's
of
art depart- istrar. announced
happen next -in weather conditions.
come for the retirement of debt
today.
The
•
A little of this spicy, aromatic
,conceptien of forgiveness.-Steps Toward Hell,' will be the principal, or to meet necessary ment, told the press today.
honor roll is composed of stu- For the first part of week, midproduct by simple directions at - The service will begin with the topic
October weather prevailed until With purchas
"We plan,to have the exhibit in dents whose standing is 2.2
at the morning hour of wor- operating and living expenses.
e of one can
or
beautiful
prelude
organ
by
Mrs.
bedtime, generally allows time for
Governor Black said.
the afternoon and, as usual, there higher, computed on the follow- Wednesday, when it became SumFrances Coleman Johnson, prompt- ship.
more,
or
a good night's rest; acts gently ly
entitles
pter
will
overnight
oven
be
"Money
you to 50c
house.
saved
.
Work
on
"The
from
interest
'Forty
ing basis: A-3, B-2. C-1, D and
days'". will be the
at 10:50. Special music will be
and thoroughly next morning.
But at presstime today. -the spray for 21c.
charges wil 'thus be reflected in the higher classes will be featured, E-0. Of this number, 23
topit at the evening service.
from the choir.
stuweather had evidently gotten lost
increased purchasing power, ben,'. 'together with Arts and Crafts, dents made all A's. Those
"Be Reconciled.- will be the
C. U. Francis, Minister
Next time, take time-tested, ecofrom
in October again. and the same
sermon subject at the Sunday night
fittingboth industry and agricul- and also the sections of Public Calloway county were as
nomical BLACK - DRAUGHT.
follows:
•
School
mesother
Art and Materials and
mal climate continued to
ture. and also will help in a measHerbert Graves Allbritten 2.50. make
ure to raise farm living standards Methods will be represented."
hazardous the growth of
James Riley Bailey 2.62, Dorothy corn,
and safeguard farm ownership."
tobacco, and other Calloway
"None of the teachers will ex- R. Baker. Murray 3. Maya
Jewell farm crops.
hibit their work this summer for Clayton 2.23, Maurelle
Murray, Ky.
Clendenon
the reason that no work will be 2.25, Mary Dorothy
H. L. Lax, Pastor
Currier 2.25.
'done.
READ
much
So
more
time
THE
taken
is
CLAS817113)11.
The revival meeting will begin
Reba Evelyn Dunn_ 2.52, Helen
tip in teaching than in such things Kathleen Eaker
at Martin's Chapel next Sunday
2.22, Alice Nelle
I just can't find time to scribble as personal painting".
morning at 11:00 o'clock. Services
Report of Condition of the
Evans 2.38. Harry Joseph Fenton
each day and night and 11 and 8 my column- during the sdnemer
Mrs. Hall reports that classes
.ecluck through Saturday, July 20. time and a few readers have been ;n Public School Art and Ma- 233, Vera Mae Fiser 3. Elizabeth
Ann
Fooshee 2.62, Martha McEwen
The pastor will be the speaker. kind enough to say they miss it. terials and Methods are urttfauelly
Fox 275, Olga Kelley Freeman
Evers me it invited to attend all . The singing school under the large.
2.60, Wilson Gantt 2.68, Emma Sue
services.
supervision of Barber Edwards, eit •"However", she gave as reason.
Gibson 2.57, James C. Hart 2.40. of Murray in the State of Kentucky at the close
New Hope Church
of busines:.
Rev. Luther Shaffer, will preach Bell City Baptist Church, is prov- "we usually cater to a good many Ruth Foster Hart. 2.21, Mae Hopon June 29, 1940.
at New Hope next Sunday night ing very successful. A large crowd teachers in these phases. during per
2.27,
Geraldine
Hurt,
27l.
at 8 o'clock. Bro. Shaffer is a was present Saturday night to lis- the summer".
Henry Boyce Jones 2.94. Iris Danl
ASSETS
Color, classes have a good aver- Key
ministerial student at Murray Col- ten to the harmony of the Ken2.20. William Thomas Lamb
lege. Let us all come out and tucky Quartet.
age. especially oil paintings, and 2.52,
Dale Melugin 2.41, E. B. Loans and discounts (Includ
worship. and hear this fine young
Rev. L. le, Pogue closed his %- exceptionally nice work is being
ing $456.24
Morgan 2.35. Thomas Jack Mcman preach.
overdrafts)
level Sunday at Ben City. Six done.
•
$ 1,187,658.58
Clain 2.25. Hugh Thomas McElrath
persons were added to the church.
One of the diversions color and
2.82. Angie
Miley
McNutt 2.36. United States Government obligations, direct
FRIST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
The revival at Mt. Pleasant Pres- technique classes, participate in is
Laura Inez Phillips 2.22.. Mary
and guaranteed
96,000.00
byterian church is in progress this an outdoor day when work is
Elizabeth Roberts 252. Dorothy
First Presbyterian Church. 16th veeek. Rudolph Howard
is song done out of doors in localities Caplinger 'Hewlett 3. Lela Rudolph Obligations of States and political subdiand Main. Howell M. Forge,, pas- leader.
reached by car or hiking. Some
vision*
55,274.00
Rye 2.42, Jane Sexton 235. Sybil
tor. Sunday School at 10:00 a m.
This morning 'Monday) the chil- ef the best sketches made recentOther
bands, notes, and debentures
Odine
10;003.00
Swann
2.20.
Charles
Sunday school classes for all ages: dren eagerly turned
H.
their foot- ly were of shanties drawn on one Stamps 2.35, Laurine
Tarry 2.29. Cash, balances with other banks, including
Morning worship. 11 o'clock.
steps once again toward,the little if these trips.
Charlotte Owen Taylor 2.29. Latreserve balances, and cash items in process
When asired about the attitudes
frame 'school house on the hill
BEFORE turning in tonight . .. step out into
tie Laverne Venable 254. Elizabeth
of collection
They all count themselves very of students this summer. Mrs. Hall
Fay Upchurch ,„3, Joe Marshall
373,567.07
fortunate to again have Miss Re- replied that they were the same
Bank premises °Aced $33,000.00, furniture
the kit•h•n and. pour yourself -a_tall glass of
Ward 2.21. A. B. Waters 2.27.0
as
always.
"Art
students
Armstrong
are
as
teacher.
Sergeant Louis. M. Evans, the son becca
and
fixtures
$8,000.00
41,000.00
fine, cold SUNBURST Milk.' You will be surof Rev. and Mrs. S. C. Evans, 1609 Although last year was Miss always serious", she remarked.
Real estate owned other than bank premises
2,997.13
Hamilton Street, Murray. Ky., has Armstrong's first school she was "This is true because only those
intensely interested in art fields
prised.how the morning tinkle of the old alarm
recently been transferred to the one of the most popular teachers
take
part
it."
in
that
has
ever
taught
in
this
com4th Medical Troop EMecz), Fort
TOTAL ASSETS
$ 1,766,499.78
An exhibit of designs featuring
clock has a merry sound. -Yes,
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STATE OF KENTUCKY, COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, ss:
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1940, and
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KING
PERDUE
;,"'IORC
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'(ester Orr, Mgr.•
STEAMER IDIYAWILD
HUGH MELUGIN, Notary Public
12-Pier. Sensational Dance Band
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Mr. and Mrs. Harry Cole. after
bases also . . . One of the best
The race is for attending church services here
of Parts and genuine RCA tubes. urday night guests of Mr. and September 2.
prospects to "go up" from the PurLeave your radio with us, or call Mrs. Jesse Smotherman and son three-year-olds and upward and Sunday. were the guests of Mrs.
is for a purse of $1.000. The dis- Cole's brother, Coil Phillips and
23. Supreme Radio Service. Up- Max.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Orr. Mr. tance is one mile and one-eighth. Mrs. Phillips.
stairs over Holland & Hart Drug
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Dunn and
Store.
family and Mrs. Morris, all of
lp and Mrs. Terry Smotherman and
children Martha Sue, Jimmie and
near
Peryear, were after church.
Red
clover seeded on land treatFOR SALE-Some Antique furni- Nancy. Ann. and Miss Ethel
DOUBLE COLA
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Pas- ed with limestone and superph
iesture,
also
shalt
large
size
were-di
Lube
nner
baby
Brown and Master Charles
guest
been
BOTTLING CO.
s of Mr. and phate is doing excepti
A nation-wide inquiry showed that fruit cans
onally well Humphreys.
and kerosene heater. Mrs. 0. • L. Paschall Sunday.
CHIROPRACTIC adjustments re- See
in
Lee
county.
Mayfield, Ky.
We were glad to note that Mrs.
Crossland
The Oak Grove revival meeting
Overby, Hotel
lieved 89 percent of chronic headFreeman.
lp will begin Sunday. July 14. Our
achea and migraine
rthrit1.1
pastor, the Rev. J. H. Thurman.
FOR SALE-Practically new South reports
the helper Rev. B. G. ArtiBend DeLuxe Wood or Coal burnof
Detroit will be at the -11
Range. Will Reit at 50e: reduc- o'clock
service Sunday morning.
tion. Call 554.
Fred
Shultz, Here's
hoping for a successful
1606 Farmer Ave.
lc meeting with many sinners being of Hazel
•
, in the State of Kentucky, at the close of business
saved. Read John 3:3-16 and 17.
POSITION
OFFERED. to
man
on June 29, 1940.
Our sympathy is extended to
wbasa is acquainted with Murray
each member of Lube Cooper's
'and Calloway County and who
family in the loss of the comASSETS
has
selling
experience.
Must. panion, mother, and daughte
r, Mrs. Loans
have car. Good position for right
eip
ea:a
discou
and
nts
Pearl Cooper who passed away
$ 94,901.81
man.
Write Box 564, Murray recently.
United States Gbvernment obligations, direct
Ky.
lc
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ray and litand guaranteed
7,900.00
tle daughter of Detroit are visit- Other
PUBLIC
SALE-Household
bonds, notes, and debentures
and ing relative
9,337.62
s in Calloway county
Kitchen Furniture-2 miles west
By an exclusive Texaco process,
Cash, balances with other banks, including reof Taylor's Store at the home of at the prevent.
Havoli
ne is insulated against heat.
serve
balanc
Lowell
es,
and
and
cash
items
Bonell
in
proces
Key visited
s of
Willie B. Baker. on Friday, July
collection
It won't form harmful "varnish"
19. at 1:00 p. m. Terms Made in the home of Charles and Doyce
50,584
.04
known on day of sale. Mrs. Morris Sunday morning.
Bank premises owned $1,750.00, furniture and
that causes "engine drag" and loss
Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Orr, George
Verbs Ray.
fixtures $800.00
lp Pitman and daughte
2,550.00
of power.
r Georgia Ann
FOR RENT-Unfurnished apart- were dinner guests of Mr. and
Don't build up a repair bill in
ment. Apply to Reubie
TOTAL ASSETS
Wear, Mrs. Hafford Orr Sunday.
• $165
••••••1
,273.47
hot
Mart
weather. Drive in. Change to
Rogers
2Q8 N. 5th St.
was
at
the home Of
tf
Ben Byars Thursday on busines
LIABILITIES
Insulated Havofine Motor Oil.
s.
RAGS-We can use a few pounds
Odin Morris is getting quite
a
of Clean Cotten rags delivered to
Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships,
this office-Ledger & Times.
It
and corporations
If you want maximum gasoline value plus
79,039.43
Time deposits of individuals, pac,tnerships,
WR SPECIALIZE in Tasty Fancy
exceptional gasoline performance, we have
Cases, Pies, Pastries for parties
and corporations
TEXACO STATION
it. At its price there is no finer gasoline than
55,7/9..71
and social functiens of every deDeposits of United States Government (inN. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
scription. Let us serve you. Murour FIRE-CHIEF gasoline. Moderate in cost, yet
cluding postal savings)
ray Baking Co. Phone 79.
U
81.50
brilliant in performance. A fast-action lively
Deposits of States and political subdivisions
1,339.11
STREAMLEanD 1939 WRECKER
gasoline-yet it's truly economical. Get it here!
TOTAL DEPOSITS
$129,241.75
SERVICE. New equipment. 24hour, fast, dependable Wrecker
Stop in and get your money's worth...
TOTAL LIABILITIES
Service. Charges reasonable. Day
$129,241.75
phone 97; Night phone 543-W.
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales
and Service.
Capital* .
tf
$ 25,000.00
Surpl
us
can
peppy,
alert,
You
be
fall
of
East Main St.
LOST-One light meter used in
7.500.00
Murray, Ky.
vim and vigor, ready to compete Undivided profit
s
photography work. Lost some3,531.72
with the next fellow if you can
where between Dr. J. C. Melvins whip constipation.
and Court Square in Murray.
Constipation produces a 'tired.
TOTAL CAPITAL ACCOUNTS
36,031.72
Reward. Return to H. A. Gilliam, let down, exhausted feeling. ConJr., 919 W. Broadway. Mayfield, stipation does not permit Sim to
TRADITIONS OF
TOTA
L.
LIAbILITIES AND CAPITAL
Kentucky. West Ky. Rural Eelc. 'secure the full benefits of your
OLD KENTUCKY
Coop. Corporation.
ACCOUNTS
tic food. Enjoy your meals, enjoy
$105,273.47
life, enjoy living.
CUT FLOWERS FOR SALERestore your loss of energy, *This bank's,capital consists of $25,0
00 of capital notes
Gladiolas, an dother flowers at strengthen your nervous condition. and deben
tures; 1,000 shares first preferred stock with
50c per dozen. Mrs. I. T. CrawUse PRUNLAX, the genuine
are ever observed in the Service, Comfort
ford. Murray, Ky., Route 6. Tele- Prune Juice, laxative which starts total par value of $10,000.00, total retira-ble value $10,constipation on the stay out and 00_0.00 ; and 1,500 shares common stock
and Convenience of the
phone Lynn Grove3.
with total par
Jilt
you will find thitt yout 'friends value of
$15,000.00.
UNFURNISHED
apartment
Historic-spots, scenic beauties, natural wondersfin' will notice the difference.
rent, or will consider meals for
MEMORANDA
in all of these Kentucky abounds! The lovely
rent. For' infearination, caii telephone No. 405.
homes and estates around Danville-Daws
lp
On date ,pf report the required
_

Around Paschall
School

State University
Will Have a New
Aero Laboratory

Hico News

Hill Billy Rambler

Dade Park Is Made

Ready for Races

'Stop' Chains Are

LER
r

Pine Bluff Wins; Hardin
Splits In the League Tilts
•
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Added to College

spray

ne can
to 50c

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybodf, rRads it!

SON

1
1
0 =i
lra
;
w

S. Pleasant Grove

usiness

Calloway County
Lumber Co.

,658.58
,000.00
•

.274.00
;003-.00

,567.07

,000.00
,997.1R

,499.78

021.89
474.12
537.58
674,0(
690.17

397.82

000.00
000.00
101.96

101:96 -

199.78
mm on

100.00
:

PITTSBURGH
•PAI
„CM NTS

HEADACHES

DEESRegoAtiikon4n clAZEL

,00 cl*4ttl

oo

No gasoline represents
greater value than our
FIRE-CHIEF at its price

HENDON'S

JACKSON PURCHASE
OIL COMPANY

lod;oo
11.28
40.00

51.2g

55.69

67.07

.emnly

7rectly

d and

0, and

c, 1944

PROW YOUR MN
11/0100
1/41011/1/1MOTOR0/1!

MR. BUSINESS MAN

There's a
World
of Wonders
In Old

THE REST
THE
HOME

KENTUCKY!

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's Newest and Up-to-Date in Al]
Appointments and Most
Reasonable Rates

/

Write TURNER MILAM, Manager
for Reservations

Wain% Druc;

EAT -Murray Baked Foods

do solemnly
swear that the above statement is true. and
that it fully and correctly
representie-ette true state of the several Matters
herein contained and
set turtle to the hest of my knowledge and belief.

Patronize your home bakery
Ask Your Grocer for

Correct-Attest:

AUNT BETTY
BREAD
and other foods baked by

5.

;••••4111.M11.••••••

'

MARSHALL

on
in Hopkins County-Pilot Rock near
.Hopkinsville are just a few. How many have you
seen?
This summer, get to know Kentucky
I beuer! If your travels bring you to Louisville,
t
we'll be happy, of course, to have you visit The
Brown. But whichever way yoi4 go, be sure to see
more of Kentucky!
,Springs

C. T Allbritttn. D. 14: White. Bert Tayloe DireCto
ra,

MURRAY BAKING CO.
•-•....-^T.,,511,-,••••••••&••

legal reserve
against deposits of this bank was
- 4.
6,840.00
Assets reported .above which were eligible as
legal reserve amounted to
58,584.00
.I. J. M. Marshall. Cashier, of the above-named bank,

STATE OF TENNESaE4 COUNTY OF HENRY
, ss:
Sworn. to and subscribed before Me this 9th day
of July. 1940, arid
hereby Certify that I am not an officer or directo
r of this bank.
My commission expires.12-7-43
0: 13 TURNEIOya Notary nubile.
,

BROWN -

THE
HOTEL
AN444.4d10 .
.e.4019ad aid 41404
II kItOLD E. HARTER. MANAcER

•

_
ow'

COPY FADED

Krt, r1,5,

•

•
A

..--vrrir•Mprreprno.••••••••••••••.1.••••

•
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—
fessor How Could You?" will be
the first play that has ever been
FIRST YEAR
'
S
I GERMAN INVASION
atte
'
rPted to be
eta"'
doors on the Murraystaged
campus. MASS
Helen
Thornton
revealed
this
(Continued from Page 11
t‘ontinued from Page 1
I
, weex. The play, to be given Fri- ..pro_
day
night.
July
will
19
be
staged
The Sock and Buskin's
••
Murray College students are
at the callege stadium. thus al- the river bed, which will be im- reported sent the Turks from Mosmediately pumped free of water cow. calling for an unconditional writing the most serious-minded
the atidience
Alg
maximum pi-eparatury
for excavation
for surrender of the DardeneUes to boys and girls I- have ever known",
ernfoz t.
foundations of the dam in that I Russia. Officials to date have re- Mrs. McKee Thomson, substitute
Will Pay Delivered
In case of inclement weather, area.
peatedly denied such reports, but library science teacher at Murray
the play will be given in the audisuing sources continue to assert that State this summer, said in an
Collor Dams Ball!
turium. Miss Helen Tharnton said.
The coffer dam consists of huge one has been sent To add to the interview.
I The play is an uproarious com- 'mei locking cells, formed by driv- precosay of the situation. Bulgaria
"Probably this is due to the fact
edy full Of good wisecracks and ing lung lengths of sheet piling continued to mobilize, and stand that so many of those here are or
amusing situations
Its surprise through the alluvial deposit in the ready for any emergency.
— For —
will be teachers soon. and are
climax plus its very amusing lines river bed to the limestune bedFrance, embittered over British more
interested in
enthusiastic
Heavy Hens
1 l C , make for a full evening of enjoy- rock_
The cells are then filled onslaughts on her vessels and ship- work
and concentratiun",_ Mrs.
Leghorn Hens
with
sand
and
ping
mcnt.
chiefly bectiese 'she surrender- Thomson continued.
gravel to make
&
Springers, 2 lbs. up
1 6c ! In the cast are Thomas Earl them water-tight. The coffer dam. ed. turned a face toward totalitar"Murray is a friendly college,
which
will
ian
government,
be
Pollard.
Celia
and Marshall Pe- Here one feels almost as
Bill
Miller.
approximatel
Martin.
y
100
Leg. Springers, 2 lbs. up 1 2c I
if one
Charlotte Taylor. Margery Price. feet higti. will protect the enclosed tam's constitution was approved by belongs here even
if it is one's
Roosters
6c Loretta Priest. Bill Wilson, Bill area frum floods of •normal
height. the assembly 609-80. Meanwhile, first trip to the campus".
Eggs
France continued to shout accusaMartin. Byron Ashmore. and Max An
Illinois Central
Railroad
sed her down-' Mrs. Thomson, who is filling the
ins PybaS.
bridge spans the Tennessee River tions
Telephone 441
Repeated sneers at the British place of Prof. W. .7. Gibson for
fall.
at the dam site. The piers of this
Ohio county's se)bean acreage-- bridge rest upon sand and gravel for failing to aid as "she had prom- the/summer semester. comes from
mostlywed for hay totals mew in the bed of the river. To pro- ised" and to the French people for !Butler High Salvia Princeton. Ky..
!where she has been librarian fur
iaing to a survey.
acres.
tect these piers against undermin- being led into such "a futile struging, as the velocity of the river's gle" were heard and echoed over the last 10 years.
She received her AS degree at
flow increases due to the coffer most France.'
The British Mediterranean fleet'Western State Teachers College,
dam restricting the river channel,
the Tennessee Valley Authority's continued to search the sea for any and her BS in library science at
Peabody College.
GODCHAUX SUGAR Cloth bag 50c
engineers have constructed large scene of Italian shipping, or ships.
"I agree with Professor Gibson",
cells of sheet steel piling around and major sea battles were expectMrs. Thomson added "in saying
these piers. The piling has been ed to result momentarily.
The United States, after having that library science. is the most
driven to "bedrock. The cells have
STOKELYS CUT BEANS NL2
n10c
been filled with sand and gravel been near-panicked by . areport important subject taught in coland capped with cement. Liquid from a British radio agent that lege. It is absolutely necessary
to progress in any of the various
cement has been pumped into the the U. S destroyer Barry had been
subjects taught here. It should be
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 2 N
cells under the concrete cap to torpedoed off the Spanish coast,
a. 15c
c°
given
a student before any other
Barry,
the
in constant communicaconsolidate the
loose material.
study, because it is so important
When the Kentucky Dam is com- tion with the state degfartment,
for one to know where and how
pleted, the railroad will be relo- emphaticaly denied having even
GOLDEN SYRUP
seen a German sub.
to locate information and material
10 LBS 50c
cated over the dam.
President Roosevelt continued to with ease and rapidity. Here lies
On the' west bank of the river, a
the basis of succees in college".
BOXES
5c
wall of sheet steel piling has been call for larger appropriations for
Mrs. Thomson's son, A. G.
both
the
army
MATCHES
and
navy
asked
2
driven through the alluvial flood
Thomson, is
band director
at
plain to bedrock, preparatory to Congress for $4,848,171.957 for ad- Providence, Ky.
the construction of a large earth ditional military defense, He stated
embankment which will form part in a press interview that the counTOMATO KETCHUP 14 oz 10c
of the dam. This cut-off wall will try was to be prepared for "total
prevent seepage of water under defense" but that we will not send
our men to take part in European
3 Rolls 25c
this earth
embankment.
Also wars, but we will repel aggressions
TOILET TISSUE Deis"
along the west bank of the river against
the United States or the
The Hazel Future . Farmers are
sheet steel piling has been driven western
hemisphere
A two-ocean quite active this summer, keepOne 25c
along the bank of the river to pre- navy''
and
'which will battle and defeat ing busy with their tomato provent the river from mellow- into the ithe combined
OXYDOL
BarsP
2c
Soap
26c
navies of the rest of ject. We are expecting to be -shipbank, as the current is diverted the world will be
built, according ping tomatoes soon. We have cornwestward
pelted cultivation and this week
by
the
first.
section
to
of
naval authorities.
LB. BOX
1 3c
we plan to plant our tomato field
the coffer dam.
CRACKERS
2
No new developments in South in late potatoes.
• Near the navigation lock con- America were noted,
The "Hazel Farmers" are sponhowever the
struction a-rea, the Authority has British have been reported
trying soring an ice cream supper Saturerected
a
large
plant
for
pight, July 20, at Hazel. There
to
day
receiving
blocade
the
French island of
PEANUT BUTTER
QUART
23c
and storing materials used in con- Martinique in the west
Indies. This *ill be plenty of entertainment
crete operations and for the mix- As against the Monroe Doctrine. and plenty to eat for everybody.
ing and placing of concrete. The thrown up in European powers faces Don't miss this big event.
TABLET & PENCIL
Our judging team is progressing
Authority obtains its crushed rock time after time since the struggle
5c
nicely. We have been doing some
froth a rock quarry about seven started last September.
practise
judging and the repreKELLOGG'S
miles from the dam. This crushed
sentative team will be selected
rock is brought to the darn site
2
CORN FLAKES
15c
July 19 at the field day which is
by railroad Sand is obtained from
being sponsored by the Murray
the river bed of the Tennessee
State College farm.
River
The
concrete
mixing plant
2 r,̀
e:.:
'
;(g,:, BAKING POWDER 11c
has a capacity between 150 to 175
cubic yards of concrete per hour.
From July 1. 11135 until January
On July 1st employment on the
SLICED BACON Nr4c!oW=
l
1 LB 20c
Kentucky Project totalled 2,940, I. 1940. Calloway County has redrawn from 35 states. Kentucky ceived 71.8 miles of road
,71..tIon through the Works P!o.
where the dam is located, furnish- stru,
ed the largest number of employ- gress
Administration,
Gesage
ees.
Goodman.
W PA
administrator
Louisville, announced
reWith the completion of the dam from
This includes all Mate
I in 1945 the long stretch of the kite cently.
Ways.
roads, streets, and boulevards
er
Tennessee River.
extending
. practically across- the states of in which WPA labor has been
used.
, Kentucky and Tennessee to. the
Numbered in these roads are 75
. Pickwick Landing Dam. chase to
• the borders of Alabama and Mis- bridges and viaducts and 476 culsissippi. will be improved for nav- verts. The city of Murray has
igation so that veaaels of nine foot benefited to the extent of 7.57 Don't put off having broken
draft entering the Tennessee River miles of curbs, and .73 miles of glasses repaired. Your eyes
at Paducah will have a navigable sidewalks. One school has been
a
channel connecting the Ohio-Mis- constructed through the Weeks may grow worse. Parker's
sissippi River system with ape PI-egress program - and the Mur- wilt repair your glasses
great lakes formed by the TVA ray High School stadium was built quickly. Our registered opdams in the upper sections of the under the this same head. One tometrist, Joe. T. Parker.
Tennessee With the completion of and eight hundreths miles of saniwill be in charge. You know
the Watts Bar Dam_ and the Fort tary sewers, and over 700 sanitary
Luudoun Dam in east Tennessee. privies have been installed by the It is *bane right.
this navigable channel will ex- WPA in Calloway County.
tend to Knoxville, a distance of
Farm leaders are cooperating to
_approximately 600 miles.
obtain better seed corn *through
more advised buying, in Owstey
county.
Murray, Ky.

Sock and Buskin
ilay Planned for
Stadium July 1C1

ir

Murray Students Are'Bids to Be Accepted.
Serious Minded Mrs. on Five-Point Road
McKeeThomson Says Bids will be accepted
by the

Friday and Saturday
July 12 & 13

Kentucky State Highway commisfur the hardsurfacing of the
Five Points-Outland Factory Road
bordering Murray on the north
side, tomorrow, Friday, July 111.
it was revealed this week.
This will practically finish the
chain of streets, highways, and
roads that Calloway County and
the city of MutraY have been

sion

clamoring

for during the past two
years. Only the hardsurfacing of
the New Concord highWay, and
the re-construction of Olive Boulevard now remain on the Calloway
program of roads to be finished.
Twelfth Street has been packed
-down, and is now ready for hardsurfacing, the process which was
begun this week. No plans have
been made as to the filling up of
holes, or the re-surfacing of Olive
Boulevard, from TsZelfth Street to
Fifteenth.

It pays to

Extra
alfalfa
demonstrationa
were set up in Letcher county,
beyond the number called for by
the farmer-commlnee.
A "hat exhibit" has been planned
by Anderson county farm women
to show low-cost re-made hats.

DEPOT STREET
GARAGE
AUTO REPAIR WORK
201 Maple St.
Phone 492

read emir Chunitteds.

Sc

Boggess Produce Co.

Hazel FFA to Have
Ice Cream Supper

Calloway -Profits
From'WPA Projects

BROKE ENS?

ALL CUTS K. C.STEAKS & ROASTS
DRESSED FRYERS
BRING US YOUR EGGS

Blalock's Grocery

Phone -375

Have them fixed here

We Deliya

PARKERS
JEWELRY STORE

Funeral Services
for Wesley Cook
Are Held'Today

Funeral services for Wesley L.
Cook. 68. who died yesterday of
peritenitis at the Mason Hospital,
will le _held this afternoon at 2
o'clock at the New Concord Church
of Christ, near his home. Elder C.
La Francis will be in charge of
SerViCeS.

SUNDAE
AR,

ICE CREAM

Mr. Cook lir survived by his'
widow, Mrs_ Elizabeth Bailey Cook;
three
daughters.
Mrs.
Gilbert
Parks. Mrs. Fred. Blair, and Miss
Calista Cook; two sons. Cornwell
and Dewward Cook; two brothers,
Maston and
Tannie
Cook; and
.iight,. grandchildren.

A DELICIOUS
COMBINATION:

of
YOUR FAVORITE
ICE CREAM
and
TASTY
CHOCOLATE
FUDGE

_

Am. HIRE is iN THE ICE t._
att_O

REVEL
STRAWBERRY SUNDAE
ICE CREAM

Paducah, Kentucky

_

- •
•

Kroger's C. Club
24 Lb. Sack

FLOUR

c
79

AVONDALE
or BOKA

24 Lb. Sack 55c

MASON

JAR TOPSDoz.19c RINGSDoz.4c
C. ClFuabncoyr R
Deedl Monte CanTal l
SALMON

FINEST

FANCY
Y

25c

2

Tall
ca ns 29c

MATCHES Bo6xes 15c
M
Karo
xg
weerl,lsH
sieuo
couc
br lb. 23cLFbren
tc
Bc
h 3Blabg
. 55c SLpbo
.t
t 3BIabg
. 39c
15c

COFFEE

Kroger's Clock
ox. Twisted
BREAD 16)

12 oz.
24 oz. Sandwich ci Ivs. 9tC White or Cc
2'vs. 15c or Home Style J
GJ Pan Rolls I,

Cans
KRAUT 31r
6
loi;z2
. Can, sc 25c

Kroger's C. Club

Kroger's C. Club

KIDNEY BEANS 3 1 .7,
.
z
Avondale, 3 No. 2 Cans, 25c

25`

No. 2
PINEAPPLE 2 Cans 33c
2 No. 2', Cans, 39c
Kroger's C. Club

reii;TEA

GRAPE JUICE ,r
113c
i Itt ,B

CAMAY SOAP 3 Bars 17c

LB, CAN
A 7c
J 1 lb. Can, 17c 1'

Baked Beans, 2 cans 15c
HEINZ Ketchup,
Lge, Bottle, 19c

SPRY

PENICK
lb. can 1 Oc
GOLDEN SYRUP1'•

25:

BI71d
,B. BOX

Kroger's C. Club
MAYONNAISE 1)1

C
Bulk, Gallon 19c
\ifikEGAR Qt. Bottle, 10c I

Jar

21c

Trump Brand
FLY SPRAY

xasts;r3c

10`

PEANUT
ACktrEIRS 2 1-13 Box 13c
Clic

KROGER'S
BACON
C. CLUB

THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET
Phone 37
We Deliver

FLOUR

Lynn Grove Best, 24 lb. bag
Randolph Special, 24 lb. bag
PI NGDINGER

GENUINE
MILK FED

69c
85c

BUTTER 2 lb Jar 19c

25'

PICKLING TIME IS HERE! SEE US FOR YOUR
PICKLING SPICES AND PICKLING VINEGAR.

JAR LIDS

your jug

1 Dozen and
1 Dozen Jar Rubbers

One
Package and
L Two 25c
Sc Bars P & G

OXYDO

Whole or
Half Slab

VEAL ROAST

FRANKS

2 LBS.

COFFEE

'nicli'.I PG7iilcsasge

SQUARES

INSPECTED

LB.
LB lor

BACON
25c

Yearling

LAMB LEGS

26:

LB

171/2c

20c

POUND

15c

131
/
2`

2 Lbs. 25c
POUNDS

3

LUNCH MEATS

LB

PORK STEAK LB
CHEESE'

A
SIGCOT
LB

25c

25c
7
/
1
4c
10c

15
'
Kroger's C. Club

25c

LB. ROLL

LARD

19`

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 47 ox. can
KRAFT
American, Pimiento, A Cc
CHEESE Velveeta
2 lb. box itJ
Golden Yellow
DOZ.
.• BANANAS
15c
WATERMELONS

CHUCK
CUTS

PURE PORK SAUSAGE

25c
15c

LAMB ROAST
LIPTON
'
S TEA

Large Size
BOX

POUND
Sliced, Rind off, 19c lb.

U. S. GOVT.

SWEETHEART SOAP 4 Bars 20c

4 POUNDS

25°

WATERMELONS

BUTTER

29c

1

EACH

35c

BANANAS 2 Dozen 25c

11
/
2c

SEE US FOR YOUR PICNIC SUPPLIES, PAPER
PLATES, CUFS, NAPKINS, SPOONS & FORKS,
COOKIES, COLD MEATS, TO MAKE THAT
PICNIC EASY,

NEW

POTATOES
Sunk

LEMONS

WE HAVE THE BEST IN MEATS
Prompt Delivery
Phone 37

15 LB. PECK

29c

DOZ.

istSize

20c

GREEN CORN

2 Ears 5c

California
jITX.
31
41TALOUPES Each I Or

,oxiim,sr•fr•••••••ire,71-soi••••••••rua•rr•VM-,ti;
• ,
,
.4:41.•,-e.e.
--.
-11 •',..56:010441"hve%':,
. •

•
- 1.....

45

C

•

•

SUGAR

4 Tall or
91c
8 Small Cans Gs)

100 Lb.
Cloth Bag $479 GraFniunleated
Pure Cane
10 Lbs.

TOLLEY & CARSON BAKING POWDER

VINEGAR Gallon
In Bulk,jug
bring

New Potatoes, lb
Zr
Home Grown Tomatoes, lb.
Sc
Ky, Wonder Pole Beans.
Se
_
Fancy Yellow Squash. lb.
Sc ,
I Fancy Lemons, 3 for
Sc
I Large Texas Grapefruit
Sc
Gallon Cooking 4.pples
lie
Log Cabin syrup. med. Size
Table Size
Jewel
wel shortening. 3 lit. bucket45ei
25e Oxydol and 2 Giantliar
'
s'
P & G Soap for
!
25e Lunch Boxes
Mc
Peanut Batter, Quart Jar
- 21e I
1
Marshmallows. 1 lb.
15e i
Vanilla Wafers. 1 lb.
1St 1
.41,Potted Meat. 3 cans
lies
Package Rakint, cold storage
lee:
Good Chocolate Candy, lb.
lee
•
25 lb Rag Sire Salt
3Se
Nice Brown Bacon, Halt or
Whole Side, lb.
1254e :
Fresh White _f oul Meat, lb.
Cie
Chum Salmon. 2 Tan Cana
Ball Mason Jar Tops Dos.
Ide
Bert Lids, Dot,
Ilk
Try our Tender Beef
Good Pork Sausage
Fat Dressed Fryers I
Will Pay 154- in Gash and 16e in
Trade to Producers hor Fresh Ell&

PET or
4 Tall or
C
K.RC
OLGUEBR'S
MILK CARNATION 8 Small Cans 25c

CALUMET or K.

_

Swann's Grocery
24—PHONES-25

ER

GUARANTEED FOODS

iz-e220 DOZ. 29c
2r
ORANGES

.

alt.
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